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Stars stump for Kerry on campus
Kerry campaign
brings celebrities to
encourage students to
vote on Tuesday
By Sean Corp
PULSE EDITOR

With the election race so dght
and Ohio being an important
■wing state the campaign lor
John Kerry brought the keny
Coflege Bus lour to campus.
[hej held a campaign rally on
Friday night featuring celebrities
lake (iyllcnhaal. Allison \lunn.

Chris Heinz and Max Weinberg.
The rally was scheduled to start
at 7 pun., but because it was a last
minute addition, it didn't start
until8:17p.m. "IgotacallTuesday
night that people might be
coming, and it was not
BnaUzed until Wednesday" said
Katie HartweU president of
i oDege Democrats. "I woke up
Wednesday morning to a phone
call saying all right this is what
we're doing and this is what we
need."
But she couldn't have been
happier with the results. Even
as the clock ticked further and
further from 7 p.m. the crowd of

of Kerry. "I always thought to
myself, '1 hope to see the day
some day when that man runs
for President'" said Wolf, "and
thank God that day is today."
Munn, who has appeared on
That 70s Show" and the WB's
"What 1 Uke About You," stressed
the importance and pride that
comes with voting. She talked
about recently voting in her
native Beverly Hills. "It made me
feel like I was doing everything I
could do to change the last four
years of incompetence," she said.
(.iyllcnhaal also touched on
why young people need to go to
the polls. "When young people

around 200 remained enthused
and energetic as they waited to
see the stars arrive.
When they all came out
they
received
thunderous
applause and many waved signs
supporting John Kerry.
Many of the speakers took
tire opportunity to stress the
importance of voting and to try
and talk about why they thought
Keny had strong character and
the right policies for America
Scott Wolf ("Party of Five")
recollected the first time he met
lohn Kerry at a fundraiser in
Boston eight years ago. He was
struck by the poise and intellect

The gift of

turn the age to vote they are more
excited about buying porno
and cigarettes than voting," he
lamented. He then called on
everyone to get active in politics
and make voting sexy again.
The final speaker was lohn
Kerry's stepson, Christopher
Heinz. He spent much of his
time defining what kind of man
Keny is. He spoke of Kerry
bringing together the Heinz family alter the death of their father.
"Andrew Card, the President's
chief of staff, said, 'the President
sees the country like a parent
with a 10 year old child" said
I leinz. Being President, he said.

was more like being a stepfather,
drawing on the role Kerry played
in his upbringing.
The speakers didn't pull any
punches towards President Bush
Wolf talked about how Bush is
proud of making decisions based
on his gut
The problem with
that is its not just his country it is
everyone's country."
Others
mentioned
the
possibility of a draft, and women's
rights based on the possibility
of the next President appointing
people to the Supreme Court.
"A group of men who know
RALLY, PAGE 2

25,000 help to
protect voters
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University students will have
a friend watching out for their
rights tomorrow when they go
to vote.
Section Protection, a nonpanisan coalition of more than 50
groups rangingfromRocktheVote
to the League of Women Voters.
will haw 25,000 volunteers In 17
swing states on election day. Two
thousand of those volunteers will
be stationed in Cleveland and the
surrounding area of Cuyahoga
County, according to Christine
Patronik-Holder, a spokeswoman for the group.
A
specific
number
of
volunteers was unavailable for
Lucas and Wood counties, but
Patronik-Holder said northwest
Ohio would be a foc.il point

tomorrow.
Students
whose registra
tion Information is challenged
on election day have been
encouraged to call 1-HR6-OURV0T1 By calling this number
voters will be able to register a
complaint, and will have the
opportunity to pursue legal
a.nun
( Hi/ens can also approach
i lei iion Protection repre
ti\es outside ot polling places
"Our volunteers will be there to
provide Information for anyone
who feds they've had a problem."
Patronik-Holder said. "They will
be equipped with cell phones.
and can put voters in contact
with a lawyer immediately attei
they've been disenfranchised
Local student activist group
PROTECTION. PAGE ?
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Sttvm Sjrner BG News
DRESS UP: Students celebrate Halloween Saturday in downtown
Bowling Green.

Campus groups camp for votes
EMOTION
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By Josh Comer
REPORTER

As the presidential campaign
comes to a close Monday night,
two organizations on campus
promise to keep the fires of
democracy lit .ill night, and into
election day.
Camp Vote, an effort lead
by Reach Out and the College

ment activities for
Democrats,
will "I think that
everyone, we'll suphave
members
foreign
port one another,
camping out in front
of the Union both in
and we'll inspire each
policy
is
anticipation of the
other to get through
the most
opening of the polls
the night and the
next day. We
and to encourage
important whole
want to be the first
others to vote.
issue for a people in line so we
"We
want
to
simulate the idea of lot of people" can get our vote in,
help organize the
going to wait in line
KATIE HARTWEU,
rest of the day and
for concert tickets
PRESIDENT OF
get our communities
at Ticketmaster for
Pearl lam or R.liM.or COLLEGE DEMOCRATS out. Our push will
be greater than any
something like that,
other group's push on this camto get voters more excited, like, '1
want to go see them, I want to get pus hands down. We have the
the best tickets,"' said leff Nolish, attitude, we'll make the effort.''
The two organizations are
president of Reach Out. "We'll
be doing a lot of pro-engage- united in their attitudes about

FOUR-DAY FORECAST
The four-day forecast is taken
from weather.com

TUES0AY

the current administration's
handling of our country's
foreign policy.
"I think that foreign policy
is the most important issue
for a lot of people," said Katie
HartweU, president of the
CoUege Democrats. "The world
is not divide and conquer."
Kerry, according to NoUsh
would succeed in re-establish
ing the nation's global image.
"I advocate lohn Kerry because
I beUeve in his anti-war stance,'
Nolish said. "I believe in some
one who wiU not only throw
rhetoric, but wUl devote actual
resources to benefit our troops
CAMP VOTE. PAGE 2

o Martina Monsivals APPtMto
VISIT: President Bush and first lady Laura Bush are introduced at a
campaign rally at SeaGate Convention Center, Friday.

President Bush at Seagate
Center to woo NW Ohio
By Mary Datrymple
THE ASS0CIMED PRESS

WEST PALM BEACH, Ha — lohn
Kerry criticized President Bush
on Friday for failing to capture
Osama bin Laden as a new videotape of the terrorist leader
surfaced just before the election.
Bush accused tile Democrat of
"shameful" second-guessing in

the face of threats by Amerk as
deadly foe.
The broadcast of the bin
laden tape jolted the campaign's
closing days, accentuating the
terrorism theme with a reminder
of the Sept. 11,2001, attacks, and
Kerry revived his contention that
Bush missed an opportunity to
BUSH, PAGE 2
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Incumbent speaks about newly released video
BUSH,FROM PAGE 1

c apture or kill bin laden during
the Afghan wat
"I believe 1 can tun a more effective war on tenor than Ceorge
Bush," Kerry asserted. Bush told
an Ohio rally: "My opponent continues to say things he knows are
not true." I le said, "it's especially
shameful In light of the new tape
from America's enemy."
Hush and Kerry both made
hurried IV appearances after
the tape emerged
I el me make this very clear,"
Bush said in Toledo, Ohio,
Standing next to Air force (Inc.
"Americans will not be intimidated or influenced bj an enemj
of our country. I'm sure Senator
ken y agrees with this."
Kerry said, "My reaction is
that all of us ... are completely
united."
Separately he criticized Bush
for not capturing bin Laden,
adding pointedly, "I believe I
can run a mure effective war on
terror than George Bush."
Spokesman loe Lockhart,
responding to the Bush
campaign's charges that the
Democrat was politicizing the
video, said Kerry made the
critical comments of Bush
during a round of satellite
broadcast interviews, shortly
alter being told a bin Laden tape
might be coming out later in
the day.
"Ill fact it was unknown to
everyone on his staff what was
on the tape, and even frankly
if there really was an authentic
tape," Ijxrkhart said
Kerry has asserted throughout
the campaign that U.S. forces

could have tun down bin Laden
in the Tora Bora mountains in
late 2(H)] if they had gone alter
him on the ground, and he has
blamed Bush for the decision to
In Afghan lories lead that chase.
"lie didn't choose to use
American forces to hunt down
Osama bin laden." Kerry said
in an interview with WISN in
Milwaukee. "I le outsourced the
job."
Bush responded, at a rally
in Columbus, Ohio: "It's the
worst kind of Monday-morning
(|iiattei hacking," and he quoted
his Afghan war commander, the
now-retired (ien. Tommy Franks,
as saying intelligence reports at
the time were unclear about bin
I aden's whereabouts.
Kern's account "does not
square with reality," Bush said.
It was unclear what if any
impact hiii Laden hoped to have
on the U.S. election. While Mush
vowed four years ago to get bin
Laden "dead or alive," he now
rarely mentions the terrorist
leader, speaking mostly about
deposed Iraqi leader Saddam
Hussein and Abu Musab alZaiqawii blamed for beheadings
and other violence in Iraq.
On the videotape, abed by the
Arab television station Al-lazeera,
bin laden addresses Americans:
"Your security is not in the hands
of Kerry or Bush or al-Qaida. Your
security is in your own bands."
Bush
said
intelligence
officials continued to analyze the
tape, fhe administration said it
beheved the tape was authentic
and had been made recently.
The president said, "We are
at war with these terrorists
and I am confident that we
will prevail."

"As Americans, we are absolutely united in our determination to hunt down and destroy
Osama bin laden and the
terrorists," Kerry said in Florida,
standing next to his campaign
plane. "They are barbarians, and
I will stop at absolutely nothing
to hunt down, capture or kill
the terrorists wherever they are.
whatever it takes, period.
But he went on, in the radio
interview, to question Bush's
judgment In the Tora Bora chase
and to say he would do a bener
job keeping the United States
safe.
"Democrat, Republican, there's
no such thing," Kerry said.
"There's just America and we
are all united in hunting down
and capturing or killing those
who conducted that raid and
we always knew that that was
Osama bin laden."
"My policy is there's no such
thing as negotiation with
terrorists," the Democraticcandidate said. "And terrorists,
terrorism are going to be hunted
down and killed, we are united
on that."
"I am absolutely confident I
have the ability to make America
safer," lie said.
Americans are divided on
whether bin Laden is likely to be
captured- ever.
Four in 10 say no. People are
also split on whether it is essential to capture him to successfully
conclude the war on terrorism.
Bin laden's remarks quickly
overshadowed the scripted
campaign events of the day
for both the president and his
Democratic rival, injecting new
uncertainty into a race already
difficult to predict.

Democrats
Reach Out for
crowd Monday
CAMP VOTE, FROM PAGE 1

and the people of Iraq, delivering real sovereignty to them
more quickly."
Both group leaders worry
over the possibility of eligible
voters being challenged during
the voting process, an area of
concern which has grown more
pronounced in recent weeks.
"The biggest challenge in my
opinion comes from the recent
actions of our Secretary of State,"
Nolish said. "Sending out 3,600
Republicans to be inside our
polls, to look over possible voters
like a citizens' watch, saying they
suspect certain people to not be
eligible."
According
to
Hartwell,
problems with provisional
ballots could present additional
problems for voters,
"Our problems up to this point
with the provisional balloting
and the rulings this week put up
a huge block, confusing people
who may not be sure if they can
vote or not," Hartwell said. That
and apathy is something we are
really trying to avoid. Our biggest problem to this point has
Been making people realize that
voting affects you direcdy, that
it isn't some guy in Washington
deciding how the country is run."
These fears and the obstacle
of low voter turnout have not
dampened the activist spirit of
either organization.
"I think it's do or die at this
point, especially for our
generation," Harrwell said. "If
we don't speak up and let our
voices be heard we're be going
to war soon. Things are going to
get worse if we let the current
administration Hay in. A lot of us
recognize that, and recognize diat
in die past some have not voted.
Now you have to vote, it has such
an impact on even, facet of our
lives, It you don't support die war,
stand up and say it, stand up
and vote. Voting is die only way
you can represent yourself in this
democracy. If you don't vote, you
can't be heard, you can't complain, you can't do anything. Yuu
are rendered powerless. To be an
empowered citizen you have to
vote."
lor Nolish, (amp Vole
presents a last minute opportunity to rally die troops.
"There has never been a more
important time to get out and
vote," he said. "When you have
activists and democrats aligned
in this coalition, I don't think dial
anyihing is more powerful. We
are prepared mat diis (amp Vote
is an opportunity to have some
fun, as well as do everything that
we need to do throughout the
night and get the job done,"

Pablo Martinez Monsivais AP Photo

TOLEDO: President Bush speaks to reporters Friday, at the Toledo Express
Airport regarding the latest Osama bin Laden video.

With Bush and his wife Iaura registration drives would swell
behind him on the stage in tomorrow's turnout to record
Ohio, California Ckiv. Arnold levels. In Ohio, Republicans lost
Schwarzenegger told the a court appeal to block tens of
spirited rally that the president thousands of voter registrations.
Candidates for 34 Senate
was is "defending this country
seats and all 435 House seats
with all his heart and soul."
"America is back." he said. campaigned through the final
"America's back from the attack few days of their races, as well
on our homeland, we are back Republicans are favored to retain
from the attack on our economy, their majority in the House
Aides to Senate Democratic
and we are back from the attack Leader Tom Daschle in South
on our own way of life."
Dakota said they had identified
Increasingly, both sides all of the estimated 10,000 unde
have turned their attention to cided voters in his state by name
mobilizing for Election Day, underscoring the closeness of
hoping that intense voter his campaign for re-election.

Outspoken celebrities sway voters
voters they didn't agree on which
star they liked best. Catullo was
for Max Weinberg, while Chris
nothing about what it is like leaned toward lake Gyllenhaal.
being a woman want to make
David lackson, an assistant
choices about our bodies," professor of political science
said Munn.
at the University went to see
Heinz criticized Bush admin- the dynamic of celebrities and
istration ties to the oil industry. politics. "1 studied pop cul"Did you know that Condoleezza ture and political science in
Rice had an Exxon oil tanker collegeand I m interested ifthiisis
named after her?" he asked. "I actually going to work."
In fact, while many see
can't even gel vanity plates on
celebrities are criticized for
my truck."
For some people inside the outspoken political views
rally the debate was not about lackson thinks it is a huge risk
policy or who to vote for, it was they take every time they let
about which celebrity they were their views be known.
T think it is far more risky for
most looking forward to seeing.
Joey Catullo, freshman, and celebrities than it is beneficial to
diem," he said."
Chris Taylor, freshman, went
"It is really important because
to the event together and they are looked up to so much
while they agreed that events in our age group." said Ashley
like Friday's were good to rally Fair, junior.
the base more than convert
"It helps a lot. It made me
RALLY, FROM PAGE 1

tulie DiFranco BGNews

CELEBRITIES: From left to right, celebrities Scott Wolf, Allison Munn
and Jake Gyllenhaal. The actors were part of the Kerry College Bus Tour
that visited campus Friday night.

come here, If they weren't here I
wouldn't be here." Tiffany Bryan,
sophomore.
"You saw the way they
reacted to lake," said Munn.
"They weren't here to see me, or
because they love politics they
were here to sec lake."
Wolf said that while
celebrities don't have any more
or less of a right, they can speak
out about anything they are
passionate about. "Alter you talk
for a minute people are going
lo know if you're speaking from
your heart... This is my voice and
this is what I stand for."
Weinberg said that he is
speaking about because he
realizes how important the
upcoming election is. "It is
the most important election
of my lifetime and I'm 53," he
said. "We are still citizens of this
country, and a lot of us have
children."

Election Protection and Reach Out provide options for disenfranchised voters this election
PROTECTION, FROM PAGE 1

Reach Out will also have
members stationed outside of
polling places in Bowling Green
tomorrow, ready lodocument any
trouble and provide voters with
an opportunity tocall the Election
Protection toll-free number.
While the group is prepared for
anything, Reach Out President
left Nolish advises all citizens
to know their rights going in
and come prepared with the
proper materials to make voting
a smooth process.
"Everyone should have two
pieces of ID," he said. "Everyone
is also allowed to bring a
candidate slate or voter guide

into the booth widi diem."
Potential voters may be happy
to hear that a legal blow was
struck Saturday in their favor in
an attempt to limit complications and intimidation that would
have come from partisan challengers stationed at Ohio polling
places tomorrow.
In Cleveland, Cuyahoga County
Common Pleas judge lohn R
O'Donncll issued a permanent
injunction barring more than
one Democrat or Republican
challenger from being allowed
inside polling places.
This legal decision overruled
Ohio Secretary of State Ken
Blackwell, who issued a directive
on Wednesday that would have
allowed political parties to assign

a challenger for each voting
precinct in the state. Because
several precincts are often gathered into one polling place, multiplechallengers would have been
able to show up and question the
legitimacy of citizens' voting
ii ili iimat ion on election day.
While the O'Donnell ruling may be trumped by pending federal court cases, similar
cases have arisen in Cincinnati
and Akron.
According to a story in the Oct.
23NewYorkTimes,theRepublican
Party has registered 3,600 challengers in Ohio, while the
Democratic Party has registered
2,000. Although neither party can

ALL STUDENTS AND FACULTY SAVE AN EXTRA 10%
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add more challengers, Blackweli's
directive would have allowed the
parties to concentrate multiple
challengers
at
polling
places in the state that
housed the most precincts.
Republican and Democratic
challengers could also have been
concentrated by their parties
in areas of the state where their
opponent held opinion poll leads
prior to the election.
The Los Angeles Times
reported yesterday that the
Ohio Republican Party has
promised to aggressively challenge the legality of voters tomorrow, with the belief that many are
fraudulently registered. In the

Times report, the Democratic
Party said that its challengers
would not try and bar anyone
from voting. Instead, their focus
would be to ensure that no one
was wrongly deprived of their
right to vote. A challenger can
contest a prospective voter if they
are believed not to be: a citizen,
at least 18 years old, voting in
the county where he or she lives
or a resident of Ohio for at least
30 consecutive days before the
election.
Under Judge O'Donnell's ruling, only one challenger from
each party should be allowed in a
polling place. The legal decision
also ordered Blackwell to inform

county officials across the state of
the new niles by 8 pan. last night.
According to a report by the
Cincinnati Enquirer on Oct. 25,
Blackwell had also issued an
order last mondi for Ohio voter
registration forms to be thrown
out if they were not printed on
heavy enough paper, potentially
leaving many citizens with little
time to re-register. The Secretary
of State rescinded the order after
Democrats pointed out the fact
that Blackweli's own registration
forms weren't printed on the correct paper.
The Associated Press contributed to this report.
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ELECTION
COUNTDOWN:
1 DAY

http://eveiiis.bgsu.edu/

8 a.m. - 5 p.m.
CMAI Annual Campus-Wide
Kwanzaa Celebration Ticket Sales
The event features a presentation
of the seven principles of Kwanzaa,
African dancing and drumming, a
soul food dinner and door prizes!
Admission is $8 w/ student ID,
$10 non-students and $5 children
under 12.

424 Saddlemire Student
Services Bldg.
8 a.m. - 6 p.m.
"Design Exposition, Architecture
322"
Models from the Architecture 322
Course

Union Galleries

Union Lobby
11 a.m. - 4 p.m.
Life Flight Fundraiser. Sponsored by
Dance Marathon

Union Lobby

11 a.m.-4 p.m.
Ticket Sales for Miss Black and
Gold Pageant, Sponsored by Alpha
Phi Alpha

Union Lobby
11 a.m. - 7 p.m.
The Obsidian Recruitment/Survey/
Information Table

Noon - 4 p.m.
T-shirt Sales Sponsored by Creative
Minds Movement

Union Lobby

10 a.m.-5 p.m.
Get Out the vote
Sponsored by College Democrats

Union Lobby
11 a.m. -1 p.m.
Bowling Green Student Education
Association Information and
Recruitment Table

Union Lobby
11 a.m. - 2 p.m.
Ticket Sales for Opera "The

By Kara Ohngren
REPORIEB

students, if you are doing extra
while others are in Iraq, if you care
for an animal, if you have children
or elderly parents (or both), if you
care for yourself....

Women's Center. 108A
Hanna Hall

Union Lobby

Union Lobby
10 a.m.-4 p.m.
Islam Awareness Week Table,
Sponsored by the Muslim Student
Association

Girls' fashion magazine
takes on religious issues

^^^^

Marriage of Figaro"
Sponsored by the College of
Musical Arts - Opera Program

Noon - 4 p.m.
Gaming Society Information Table

Union Lobby
Noon -1 p.m.
Caring for Yourself While Caring for
Others
All who work at BGSU are caring for
others. Women are often expected
to be the primary caregivers at
home and at work. Although the
examples are limitless, this group
is for you if you care about BGSU

BGNEWS

PEOPLE

BRIEFING

ON THE STREET

Disney internship
meeting today
The Wait Disney World
College Program will bo
on campus today recruiting totems for the spring
or spring/summer semes
lers. All interested students must attend a mandatory presentation at 5
p.m. in the Union Theater.
Interviews will be scheduled after the presentation
and will be held Tuesday in
the Cooperative Education
and Internship Program
Office, 310 Saddlemire
Student Services. For more
information call: 372-2451.

evtc left (uKHded

7:30 p.m.
Men's Track and Field Informational
Meeting

136 Perry Field House
7 -10 p.m.
Multicultural Dinner Theatre
Auditions
Singers, actors and dancers needed to portray popular R&B/Soul
and Funk Legends of the 1980s.
Singers come prepared to sing an
80s song. Dancers come prepared
to learn a choreographed routine.
Actors come prepared to read from
a script. Dinner Theatre rehearsals
begin November 6, 2004.

Union Multipurpose Room
9 p.m.
Last Comic Standing
Knock Knock? Who's there, you
ask? The Bowen-Thompson
Student Union is sponsoring a
"Last Comic Standing" at BGSU.
Come show off your talents in the
Black Swamp Pub

Union Black Swamp Pub

What did you do with
the extra hour from
Daylight Savings?

ASHLEY
KENEBREW-PORTER
SOPHOMORE,
PRE-MED/BIOLOGY

HEATHER PUMP
SENIOR, CHILD FAMILY
COMMUNITY SERVICES

"Partied my ass off."

"Slept my ass off"

£L

±

"Made my roommate
a Halloween card."

"Wrote a paper
instead ofB.S.ing it."

TERESA LOPEZ
SOPHOMORE, BIOLOGY

www.Dgnews.com/caEipus

CAMPUS

get a life
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"Whart your party personality?"
"Find out how to create these
cool ponytails!" and "Who'syour
celebrity beauty inspiration?"
These are typical issues
addressed in the pages of any
teenage fashion magazine
But one venerable girl's
publication is featuring columns
ranging from prayer to gay
adolescents attending church.
Popular
teen
fashion
magazine, "Seventeen," recently
launched a section focusing
on religion, in an attempt to
provide a thrum where young
girls have the opportunity to
discuss spirituality
This issue was brought to the
attention ofl heHcv. Hill Barnard
from Sylvania. Ohio.
"Teens do not have sufficient outlets when it conies to
religion,'' he said. "I feel that
places where teens are able to
talk about religion don't allow
them to express themselves and
ask questions"
RebeccaNyquist, 17, is a longtime "Seventeen" subscriber.
I was pretty surprised when
1 saw articles in the last magazine about religion," she said. "I
think it's pretty i ool that they are
giving girls my age a place to talk
about n'ligion."
I'he magazine's Editor-inChief, Atoosa Rubenstein, told
the Associated Press recently
that she started the section not
to spread a religious message,
but to provide a forum on an
issue she believes is important
to this generation of girls
And according to a recent
study conducted by teenage
Research Unlimited, a market
research group in .N'orthbrook,
III., the topic may be well
read. The group has produced
data stating that 58 percent of
teens ranked faith as among the
most important pans of their
life
" \ 1 y friends don't feel comfortable talking about their faith."
Nvquist said. "I think this is a

good place for girls to get some think it fits," she said. "There are
questions answered and really so many opposing view points
figure out what they believe."
In religion that a section like
When Rubenstein started this may be more harmful than
at "Seventeen" a year ago, she helpful to impressionable young
was determined to soon imple- gills."
ment a religious section. As the
To
insure
accuracy,
founding editor of "CosmoCirl!," Rubenstein appointed an
a
similar teen fashion advisory committee to oversee
publication, she suggested the the teenage religion debate.
idea ol a faith section.
The interraith board includes
But the response from a Christian preacher, a priest
the magazine's other editors from the Roman Catholic
was less favorable with most Archdiocese ol New York, a
slating that a lashReform lewish rabbi,
ion magazine was "While other ;i Buddhist teacher
no place for God.
ami two Muslims.
"There is a sizable teen fashion
lot Barnard, the
minority of teens
magazines section maj at least
who think religion
be worth a glance
is Important, but have a niche, even it students don't
the ones who do
'Seventeen' necessarily agreewith
find it important
all the views being
wants to
in their lives, find
presented,
it quite impor- appeal to all
"As long as all
tant." Barnard said.
religions are well
girls."
"Teenagers'lives are
represented, I would
Incomplete without
recommend
that
sume attention to
teenagers take a
MICHAEL
WOOD,
VICE
spirituality."
look at this section,"
PRESIDENT
Inspirational
he said. "I always
messages, personsupport spirituality
al stories of spiritual struggle being discussed In any form."
and testimonials were all part
Teenage Research Unlimited
of the section's first issue told online news source
which debuted In August The missoulian.com that the broad
section also includes \ rises from approach to spirituality fits with
the New Testament, savings the direction of "Seventeen."
from the Prophet Muhammad
"While
other
teen
as well as the teachings of fashion magazines have a niche,
Pope John Paul II and the Dalai "Seventeen" wants to appeal
Lama
to all girls," said the company's
According to Rubenstein, the \ ice President Michael Wood.
reader response to the section
Guinness disagrees.
has mostly been positive. The
T don't think one section on
magazine has caught some beat religion would attract a binad
for the section due to the fact er audience." she said. "As a
that it was placed just after an teenager, I only read those
ai tide on contraception.
magazines for entertainment."
Rubenstein calls it "a
The spirituality section is just
very modern and realistic" the beginning of many changes
presentation.
"Seventeen" will soon experiUniversity junior lessica ence, according to Rubenstein
Guinness, who considers herself In the near future the magazine
to be strong in her faith, said she will feature stories on issues
would not take a section like this such as sale sex, charity work
one seriously
and the presidential election
"I have read many magazines
The
Associated
Press
like "Seventeen" and 1 just don't contributed to this report

CANDIDATES TIED IN COLUMBUS DISPATCH POLL
2%
ERROR

COLUMBUS (API — President Bush and
Democratic presidential nominee John
Kerry were tied in a newspaper's poll of
Ohio voters published yesterday.
The challenger led by just eight responses
out of 2.880 surveys returned in trie mail
poll by The Columbus Dispatch, which
showed 50 percent favoring Kerry and the
Republican president.The poll was conducted Oct. 20 through Friday. It has a
margin of sampling error ol plus or minus 2
percentage points, although sampling error
is not the only source of error in any poll.
The response rate was 25 percent.

CRYSTAL
RICHARDSON
JUNIOR, HEALTH
SCIENCES/FRENCH
Source: the Associated Press
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QUOTEI WOI'OTK
"My daddy killed me with a knife and I'm
gone. Can you please send the Army men
or the ambulance?"
lacoma, Wish.. n.u M Anthony Sukto, 8, to a 911 dispatdier after his father,
limv, killed his mother and stabbed him several times in the stomach.Tony has
been charged with his wile's murder and his sons attempted murder.
ltd Press!
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OPINION

'Tesf not needed for new justices
in this year? presidential race,
i ine issue getting attention In the
days before the election is the
possibility the new terms president will get to appoint several
new justices
including a chief
justice
to the Supreme Court
i hid lusrJceWilliam Rehnquists
receni hospitalizatjon for thyroid
i ancei makes the situation even
more prescient
Supreme Court nominations
have, iii recent years, centered
around each potential jus-

v. Wade. Unfortunately, this is not
the test a potential justice should
have to pass to get appointed.
Supreme Court justices are
appointed by the president and
approved by a simple majority in Congress — unless a group
opposing the appointment, likely
the party not in possession of the
White House, decides to BUbuster
to prevent a floor vote.
In that case, 60 votes are
needed to defeat the filibuster.
Given the political divide over

YOU DECIDE
Should Supreme Court justices
rule with their opinion' Send an
E-mail to thenews@bgnews.
com and tell us what you think,
or post feedback on our web site.
lice's views on abortion — and
whether a strong conservative majority on the nations
highest court would overturn Roe

OTTERS

TO

Anti-war feelings
unfit for a president
I la\ inn lived as a young adult during the
las) quarter of the American involvement
in\ letnam 11951-1973], I am reminded of
homeland morale.
lane I cmd.i's posing upon enemy
military weapons in opposition to
urtei icans fighting against the communist
Nurili Vietnamese initiated a strong and
lengthy military attack on our own
fighting men and the South Vietnamese.
North\ ietnamese military generals have
written in their memoirs that American
anti-war activity played a major role in their
\ it ior\ over South Vietnam. At the first joint
meeting between American Vietnam
veterans and former North Vietnamese
soldiers, communist generals Stated that
they had planned to surrender but that the
anti-war movement in the United States
encouraged them to continue to fight.
I In our homeland, American anti-war
demonstrators spf) upon our returning
military personnel, carried American Hags
upside down, and promoted communist
propaganda. For our nation was in a time of
turmoil and unrest for our country, morale
was the lowest I've witnessed It took several
years and finally a strong "dry on the hill"

KATHY ROLSTEN
GRADUATE ASSISTANT

Several reasons to
vote Yes* on Issue 1
I read your editorial in the newspaper
on Friday and I wanted to tell you a little
information. I irsi of all we should vote yes
on Issue I. Why, you ask? Because of these
reasons:
Allowing same sex marriage would
destroy die well-being of a family, and
would have a major impact on society. It
would destroy the family because a child
is meant to have a faiher and a mother.
If a child grows up with two of the same
sex his/her view on sexual identity will be
destroyed. Most likely they will force their
kid lo be a homosexual and we all know

lhat there is no scientific proof stating kids
are bom gay. It would make iheir life
miserable.
Second off it would have a major impact
on society because then we would have to
start giving certain benefits to homosexual
relationships. You staled in your article that
ii would stop unmarried couples from
settling wills, gaining health insurance
benefits or visiting loved ones in the
hospital, well that is completely untrue.
issue I does not interfere in any waj with
government benefits granted to persons
in non-marital homosexual relationships,
so long as the government does not grain
those benefits to such persons specifically
for the reason that the relationship is one
thai seeks to imitate marriage.
Also Issue 1 does not interfere in any waj
with die individual choices of Citizens as
lo die private relationships they desire to
enter and maintain. All Issue I is saying is
that we will not accept a marriage between
two people of the same sex. You also argued
sometiiing about jobs without benefits, well
dial is not true also because when gelling
hired for a job a company can not ask you
if you are gay.
So with that all being said we should vole
yes on Issue 1.

JUSTIN SLAUTERBECK
STUDENT

Missing Iraq weapons claim backfires
I his mud-slinging political
campaign is certainly giving
journalists around the country
material to write about the
last lew months. Accusations
and finger pointing have been
the norm, especially against
President Bush. This is normal
for an incumbent president,
though not lo the degree we
have seen.
rhe latest major accusation I have seen which has just
emerged these pasl fen weeks,
i air "October surprise," is Kerry's
accusations against Bush in
regards to "missing weapons."
rhe da) had started with a
New York Times article stating
that 380 ions of "highly explosive material" went missing
in Iraq, and Kerry's campaign
picked il up and ran with it.
Senator Kerry blasted the
Bush administration for its
failure to "guard those
Stockpiles. I his is one of the
great blunders of Iraq, one of
the great blunders of this
administration," Kerry said.
I lowever, by [he time of the
c vetting newscast, NBC had
set il e record straight — that
the material went missing 18
months ago, before the U.S.
Invaded Iraq.

JESSICA
FAUSNAU6H
Opinion Columnist

An NBC News crew had been
embedded with troops moved
in to secure the Al-Qaqaa
weapons facility on April 10,
2003, one day after the
liberation of Iraq.
"The 380 tons of powerful
ci m\ enlional explosives were
already missing back in April
10,2003—when U.S. troops
arrived at the installation south
of Baghdad!"
While this emir will probably
make Kerry look like a fool in
die end, he refuses to tetrad his
argument, arguing that NBC is
covering for Bush.
NYT is still running the story,
trying to protect Kerry's
campaign no doubt, and Kerry
is still preaching the story in
every campaign speech.
There are a few points that
stick oui to me:
First, I doubi that (his
Information JUST became
available, iTie evidence is dated
from 2001 through 2003, and I
find it highly unlikely that it was

CARRIE WHITAKER, EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
210 West Hall
Bowling Green State University
Bowling Cireen, Ohio 43403
Phone: (419) 372-6966
I mail: thenews€"bgnews.com
Web site: http://www.bgnews.com
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All
this
leads
to
a
regrettable end: Nominating lessexperienced, but also lesscontroversial, candidates for the
Supreme Court.
Because the court is the
country's highest judicial body,
it is in our best interest to get
the best and the brightest, rather
than the least "troublesome."
\ justice's ideology should not.
in theory, affect his or her ability
to Interpret the law. Courts exist
not to push agendas or make laws.

but to interpret them. Admittedly,
sometimes it's hard to determine
where interpretation starts and
legislating from the bench begins.
Still, both politicians and society
have unfortunately made judicial
nominations overly political.
Neither abortion nor any other
political issue should be used
as a so-called "litmus test" for
Supreme Court appointments,
as the outcome will only lead to
gelling less-experienced jurists
on the bench.

EDITOR President Bush, a

THE

president to bring us out of the depression
that anti-Vietnam-war demonstrators had
placed us. fo the majority ofAmericans,
anti-Vietnam-war demonstrators ware a
se\eie embarrassment and considered
traitors,
One of these anti-war demonstrators has
begun to do the same tiling in regards to
out involvement in Iraq. I will not vote for
him!

abortion, it is likely a justice with
a strong abortion record one way
or the other will not be approved.
Therefore, because it is in a
president's political interest to
appoint justices likely to receive
congressional approval, any
president is likely to appoint
justices lacking strong written
opinions on abortion.
Unfortunately,
the
vast
majority of qualified candidates
for the Supreme Court have
written opinions about aboi lion.

a new development that only
just came to their attention.
Kerry was saving this story
for last, a sucker punch. In a
debale where the president
could refute his claims and
provide evidence to the
contrary to Kerry's face, it
would never stand.
Second, in claiming that
failing to secure these weapons
soon enough as a "massive
failure," is Kerry claiming that
we should have invaded sooner? Whatever happened to "we
should have waited for a better
coalition," or we "never should
have divided our focus from
Afghanistan and Bin laden?"
Also, how about the
Democrat's, and Senator Kerry's,
claims that President Bush had
lied lo the American people
when be claimed Saddam was
building weapons of mass
destruction, using it as a justification to wrongly invade Iraq?
By accusing Bush of failing to
secure highly dangerous
weapons, "capable of attacks in
Iraq and more terrorist
bombings," they are admitting
there were and are weapons
that we needed to fear and
protect ourselves from in Iraq.
ITiird, Kerry's finger pointing
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TIFFANI MCKENZIE CAMPUS NEWS EDITOR
NICOLE DELISIO CITY NEWS EDITOR
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BEN SWANGER PHOTO EDITOR
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against President Bush of "never
admitting failures'" has just
blown up in his lace.
Kerry-Edwards senior
advisor Joe Uickharl claims that
the NBC report was "the latest
pathetic excuse from an
administration diat never
admits a mistake, no matter
how disastrous
I lowever, it is clear to me dial
in this case, it isn't Bush who
is in fault of not admitting a
mistake. Democrats supporting
Kerry are throwing out eyewitness accounts and
journalistic reports, calling
them a "Bush cover-up."
Instead of printing a
retraction an admitting that he
got his facts wrong, die Senator
claims lhat ibis is a Bush
cover-up. Please. Can you say
'conspiracy theorist 7
In contrast, I distinctly
remember from the first
presidential debate, President
Bush admitting regretfully his
miscalculation in the war in
Iraq, saying that he had invaded
too fast, leaving pockets of
resistance in hiding thai are
only just now striking back
Who's the one not admitting a
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Shakespeare actor?

Many uninformed and
Iii. ised observers
have been calling our
president stupid for the last
four years or so. Unfortunately
for them, they are wrong, ii
appears to be much worse
than just a simple case of the
stupid president In an October
article by lames Fallows in The
Atlantic newspaper, an Interesting analysis of our president
Is presented, tccordingto the
article. President Bush is a victim ol "pre-seniledementia.''
The analysis is based upon
comparing debate footage from
ihis year and from 1994, 10 years
earlier, when Bush was running
for governor ol Dans, In debate
footage from 1994 one can see
a wen composed, articulate and
commanding George W Bush
stumping with the best of them.
I lowever, the! leorge Bush as
seen in this year's presidential
debates is a lost scared and
frustrated president who has
Install command of die English
language.
Some speculate thai Hush has
done ihis on purpose to ap|>cal
lo our "dumb" population of
voters. As Mr. Fallows says in his
article "George Latoff tried to
convince me thai die change
was intentional. As a way ol
si unking deep-down NASCAHtype manliness, according lo
lakoff, Bush has deliberately
made himself sound as clipped
and lough as John Wayne."
In response to Fallows' article,
Dr. loseph \i. Price wrote Into
The Atlantic saying "Slowly
developing cognitive deficits
as demonstrated so clearly by
the President can represent
only one diagnosis, and that is
pie-senile dementia." Alcoholic
Anonymous counselors have
another name for the loss of
Intelligence that seems to be
plaguing President Bush, "wet
brain" or "dry drunk syndrome"
I )ry drunk is a colloquial term
dial describes someone who has
Stopped drinking, but who still
demonstrates die same alcoholic behaviors and altitudes. In
othet words President Efosh has
dnink himself stupid. Footage
of before and after (ieorge is
available al http://www.adbuzz.
com / bushbuzz.htm.
Ihis reporter finds these
tacts" hard to believe and have
come up with my own theory
as to why the President Bush
of now is not the same as the
President Bush of the past Who
else besides President Bush puts
strange pauses in his speech?
Who else has been gallivanting
all over the world to promote

GEORGE
VALKO
Ihe Pied Piper
justice? Who else considers
himself a rough and tumble kind
c >f character? There is one man
who fits all of these descriptions
and is, like Bush himself, a
cowboy, or at least a space
Cowboy, like William Shalner.
After having this epiphany
late last week. I spent the majority or my weekend finding a
connection lietweenourtwo
heroes, and I found one on
Tuesday. Through my connections at the Pentagon I was able
lo deduce that a hidden passion
in 1'iesidenl Bush's life is his love
of acting.
In ihe spring of 1996, then
Ciovemor Bush enrolled
in a class al the local Y
entitled "Shatners Guide
to Shakespearian Acting."
V cording to eye witness reports
Bush and Shalner immediately
hit it off, and Shalner took young
Bush under his wing. During a
Shalner original play entitled
"Othello II: The Wrath oflago."
(ii ivcrnor Bush inadvertently
stepped into a worm hole and
found himself on the Starship
Enterprise.
In testimony taken from a
i IA Interview with a Lieutenant
Uhura. it is revealed that Bush,
who was in shock at first, quicklyadapted to his new situation
and became a valuable member of the crew. Such testimony,
w huh is also backed by a Chief
I :-\ lgineer Montgomery "Scotty"
Scott, shows Ensign Bush frequently volunteered to go on
dangerous "away missions" diat
led him to the surface of several
unexplored planets. Despite
being assigned a red uniform,
Bush walked away from all
skirmishes unharmed. As
Science Officer Mr. Spock is
noted as saying "It was a highly
illogical outcome."
I lowever, on one such "away
mission" Bush was kidnapped
by the Klingons and forced to
take a mind altering drug so that
die Klingons could learn of the
Federations war plans. Though
drugged, our brave president
refused to give away any secrets,
and was able to escape from the
heartless Klingon bastards during a guards "potty break" as the
president would later describe to
his fellow crew mates. However,
the Klingon mind altering drug
had terrible effects and was
deemed by the Enterprise's
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Kerry: Bush lost support
of world, failed in Iraq war
AMANDA
DLUGIEWICZ
Guest Columnist
There should be no doubt
in anyone's mind that
the America of today
is vastly different than the
America voting in the 2000
presidential election. The
events of the past four years
have drastically affected our
lives, and lives around the
world. Right now, the United
States is engaged in a "War on
Terror." There is no dispute
from either side of the political spectrum that the United
States is in a perilous position
in this war. Is America safer
than we were four years ago?
Tuesday, September 11,2001,
changed all of our lives. It wasn't
just the families of the victims
that grieved that day, it was the
entire world. September 12,
2001, brought a new day and
a new feeling of cohesiveness
among all Americans. No
matter your background, no
matter your race, no
matter your political belick
we were all Americans, Relief
and prayers poured in from all
across the globe.
In a recent study done by an
independent research group,
nearly 80 percent of the world
does not agree with our current
foreign policy. What happened
to the love and support that we
came to know in the days alter
September 11?
In his tenure in office.
George Bush has alienated our
allies, put our troops in danger, and severely damaged the
reputation of the United States.
Some of us, including lohn
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doctor, a Dr. I eonard "Bones"
McCoy, as incurable.
How President Bush w-as able
to return to our time remains
a mystery to this reporter.
I lowever, it is a testament to
President Bush's strength and
perseverance that he can still
serve as president of our great
nation. A CO- CIA/Star Fleet
investigation agree that the
Klingon dmg and the Shatncrs
nttelage have combined to bring
you the George Bush of today.
Officials at the highest level of

Kerry, are left wondering: why?
In the days following 9/11, it
became clear to the US government that Osama bin Laden
and Al Qacda were responsible
for the attacks. In retaliation, we
went into Afghanistan and liberated the Afghanistan people
who were under oppressive
Taliban rule. By the way, the
Taliban helped fund Al Qaeda.
Soon after, the Bush administration set their sights on Iraq.
From the beginning, claims
have circulated that Iraq had
weapons of mass destruction.
Those claims were embellished by Bush, bringing fear
to Americans everywhere. At
any moment, Iraq and Saddam
Hussein could use their WMDs
to attack America, or so we
thought.
Investigations have come to
reveal that Iraq had no WMDs
Yet, even after reports of the
Investigations were published,
Bush still stuck to his original
declaration that there were
WMDs. After the WMD plan
didn't work, (he Bush
administration shifted the
reasoning behind the Iraq war.
They claimed there was a connection between Al Qaeda and
Iraq. This statement has also
been proven false. Once again
the rationale for the war was
changed. Bush began to say it
was America's duty, as a people,
to bring liberty to those around
the world who are oppressed.
When Congress voted to
authorize the President to
use force in Iraq, they did not
declare war. Bush took the
power given to Congress and
made it his own. He, along with
the "Coalition of the Willing."
declared war on Iraq.
Here we are, three years after

9/11 and a year and a half after
the war in Iraq started. We have
captured Saddam 1 lussein.
Osama bin Laden, the person
behind the most deadly
terrorist attack on US soil, is still
missing. The Afghanistan
people are free. The Iraqi people
are free from Saddam Hussein;
however, have yet to be able to
establish a government with
any stability.
Over 1,000 US soldiers have
been killed and thousands
more have been wounded in
Iraq. There were no weapons
of mass destruction found. The
war has cost America over S140
billion, and Bush is asking for
more. America is shouldering
90 percent of the burden the
war has created; 90 percent of
the troops and 90 percent of the
money needed.
As recently as last week, The
New York Times published an
account of nearly 400 tons of
missing explosives in Iraq. What
did Bush do with that informalion?Thc same thing he always
does when people don't agree
with him. He denied it and
wrote it off as false.
A follow up story later provided evidence that the allegation
of missing explosives was true.
This war on terror will continue until there are no more
terrorists This election is more
than just an election for a president. It is an election for the
American way of life. Bush has
led our troops into battle with
no plan to bring them home.
He has attempted to impose his
\iews into almost every aspect
of our lives. He has damaged
our reputation in the world.
But, in the end, no matter
who you decide to vote for, vote
tomorrow!

the authority were only willing to
admit this off the record. But all
signs, including the Enterprises
ship's log, point to the
conclusion I bring before you.
1 have received many threats
regarding the publication of this
information: Expulsion, deportation, reduction of flex funds
and even torture (consisting of
listening to the best hits of Tun
Ml I aaw.l But I believe that it is
every citizens' right to know the
personal history of our president.
E-mail comments to (Jeorge at
ifilkogdPbgnet.bgsu.erfu.
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mistake? Senator Kerry.
1 his event shows Kerry's
hypocrisy even more than his
Democratic preaching of 'take
from the rich and give to the
poor' while being a billionaire
and owning. I believe seven,
mansions.
Maybe he should set an
example and sell one of them,
and donate it to working
families, lust a thought.
Kerry has lied and manipulated already, just in his
campaign, and 1 don't see
where he stands on Iraq.

THE WAR ON TERROR

Bush: Spreading freedom
to Middle East is the key
on the Zionist conspiracy,
which is the idea that western
governments are out to take
over the Middle East. With such
deplorable conditions, how is it
possible to go on living your life
happily? Religion.
The Islamic religion is the
cornerstone of nearly every
Middle Eastern government.
The reason many of the
governments have only taken
baby steps towards democracy
is because the Arab League
does not believe an Islamic
democracy will work. Iraq and
Afghanistan are about to show
them that they do work.
In the meantime, we must
be concerned with the fact
that these countries arc full of
devout religious people who
have been told all of their life
that the United States is out to
get them, who have had their
family and friends killed by
their government and were not
allowed to grieve about it or risk
being murdered themselves.
What do you think they said
when bin laden gave them an
AK-47 for free and told them,
"the United States is poisoning
the world, it you fight them you
will go to paradise?"
The only parallel I can seem
to draw here is when, say, a
friend of mine is dumped by a
girl he really cared about and
then punches a whole in the
drywall of his parent's house.
The conditions of the break up
produced an anger that
generated a fist in the wall.
In the Middle East, the
conditions are producing RET
who attack the United States.
Not all people are IIET, but
they are all living in the same
deplorable conditions. But wait.
What if we went into Iran and

MATTHEW
CLARK
Guest Columnist
Something tells me
terrorists hate us. Well,
only fundamental
Islamic extremist terrorists
(FrET) hate us enough to run
planes into our buildings
So, why is it that 99 percent of
the world is quite happy living
their lives without the massive
destruction of western civilians?
I guess you would have to go to
the areas were FIEX originate.
This just happens to be where
Islam thrives: the Middle East.
If you look at a map of the
areas were the Islamic religion
is most dense, you will see that
it starts approximately at the
far West portion of Africa and
ends at the far East end of Asia.
Right in the middle is Iraq.
Between Iraq and the far east is
Afghanistan.
What a bright and sunny
area of the world this is. Almost
every government in the Middle
East robs its citizens of the
freedoms we take for granted.
Many of those governments
are monarchies that hoard
money from their own citizens.
What money they have left is
depressing. The per-capita GDP
— average income per person
— in Ionian, Syria, Sudan. Iran.
Afghanistan. Pakistan, Yemen,
Ifbanon and Iraq is more than
five times smaller than that of
the United States. Of course,
there is no free press as well.
The regimes use this to
support themselves by never
admitting defeat Oftentimes,
the Middle Eastern television
stations will broadcast thoughts

I le claims he would be a
"fresh start." Does that mean
he's going to pull our troops
without finishing reconstruction and stability in the Iraqi
government?
That would be incredibly
dangerous. An even more
bnital regime would more
than likely take power, .in even
greater threat to us.
lohn Kerry is not a man 1
want to see as president. I'm
scared to see what will happen.

Afghanistan and did our best to
ensure they had the same
freedom we enjoy everyday?
Wouldn't that make the
people of Afghanistan and Iraq
happier and also remove the
catalysts mat drive these people
to follow someone like bin
Laden?
Wouldn't it also set a bright
and sunny example of what
an Islamic democracy can do
for its people? Especially when
the Iraq version of CNN begins
broadcasting throughout the
Middle East?
I think so.
So I didn't mention the 16,000
dead Iraqis or more than 1,000
dead American soldiers. I also
have not mentioned the 25
million people who no longer
have to worry about Saddam
and his pals raping their sister
or daughter. I also have not
mentioned the thousands of
American lives that will be
saved because of a free Middle
East 1 also have not mentioned
the soldiers who would have
died if Kerry and Edwards got
their way and the troops didn't
gel the body armor and pay
increase nearly every odier
senator voted for them to have.
Bush fights for our security
every single day, lohn Kerry
does nothing. He does not show
up to his Senate intelligence
committee hearings, he does
not show up to most of his
senate votes and he does not
even come up with his own
stance on politics — he let's the
press do it for him.
It is unfortunate that so many
people on this campus can cast
a vote for a man who put his
liberalness in the way of
protecting American soldiers.
Bush will never, ever do that.

thenews@bgnews.com
E-mail us your opinion.
ELECT Matthew P. Lyons
A CHOICE for Clerk of Courts in Wood County

You can e-mail Jessica at
jfausna@bgnet.bgsu.etlu.

&The Lyons action plan includes:
Increase access to public records
Establish a presence in public libraries

you
can make all the

Establish satellite offices where needed

ENDORSED DEMOCRAT

difference
in the life of a new

Paid For h> "Citizen t»i Lyons" Kerri Beach Treasurer,

freshman

1451 dough Si. 1110-A. Bow Img Green. Ohio 43402

Register lor
r

D D
LISTINGS AVAILABLE
FOR 2005-2006
SCHOOL YEAR

UNIV411
Springboard Co i
it could be
the most rewarding credit hour
you've ever earned!

Springboard
1. Bowing Omen

SMB

Large Selection of Houses and
Apartments with Great Locations.

t ntanta)

Contact us at 2 9504 or spring"* bf net

Share your knowledge of BG while
performing a great
COMMUNITY SERVICE!

Pickup a list of available houses and
apartments at the rental office.

We train you each week.
No experience necessary!!

% Listings available for Spring Semester 2005 %

Class is once a week for
less than 2 hours.

Everything is reasonably priced and
we are even open on Saturday.

Sign up for
ONE CREDIT HOUR of UNIV 411
(2.5 GPA required)

THANK YOU!
Visit our website for more information!
http://www.bgsu.edu/offices/springboard
Or contact Pam Pinson at
spring@bgnet.bgsu.edu
or (419) 372-9504

(across from Taco Bell)

Hours:
M-F 8:30- 5:30
Sat 8:30-4:30

I

JOHN NEWLOVE
REAL ESTATE, INC.
319 E. Wooster St.
Bowling Green, OH
Rental Office: (419) 354-2260
www.johnnewloverealestate.com
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ORCHESTRA AGREES TO KEEP ON PLAYING
CLEVELAND (AP)-The musicians and management
of the Cleveland Orchestra have agreed to allow the
orchestra to continue working under the terms of an
expired five-year contract. A two-month extension to
the contract had been scheduled to expire last night
at midnight

SWE

Human facial
transplant oldl
by review board

A P Photo

ELECTORS: Five of Ohio's 40 electors, from left to right, Republicans Alex Arshinkoff, Kirk Shuring. Gary Suhadolnik, and Democrats Dean
DePiero, and Capri Cafaro.

THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

Ohioans in 2004 Electoral College play an
important role in determining a winner
By Malta Rulon
MID PRESS

INGTON - In Ohio, the
presidential election is up to
j important vines, which
could becasi bj people such as
New Philadelphia resident Sandy
I ox Ohio Turnpike Executive
! )irector (iary Suhadolnik or 26year-old congressional candlipri Cafaro,
Depending on which candidate wins Ohio tomorrow,
thej could become members
of the 2004 Electoral College
that will meet at the state
Capitol in Columbus at noon
• in Dee. 13 to vote on the
next president.

There are 538 electoral votes
among the 50 states, and it takes
270 electoral votes to win the
presidency. In this year's close
race, Ohio's 20 Mites could be
critical to either President
Bush oi Democrat John Kerry
winning the election,
"When you are actually one of
the electors, sou are pinching
youisell to see if it's real," said
I iox a i temocrai who has served
on her city council for 14 years.
"it's a real honor."

At least one potential elector,
a Republican from West Virginia,
has said he might withhold
his vote for Bush, but neither
Cox nor Suhadolnik plan to
delect from their party's slate of
electors.
"I'm a solid Republican voter,"
Suhadolnik said, "look at the
other cast of characters, there's
no way I could vote for them,
even on a bad day."
"Faithless electors," as defectors are known, are rare. Out of
21,000 electors in the nation's
history, there have been only 10.
In Ohio, the electors tend to
be party loyalists who have been
active for yean.
I he only restriction is that
they can't be federal officeholders, a rule that forced U.S.
Rep. Sherrod Brown to step
down this year as a Democratic
elector, Brown spokeswoman
loanna Kuebler said the congressman's selection was an
oversight.
' The rule does not disqualify Cafaro, a millionaire shopping center heiress challenging Republican U.S. Rep. Steve
laTourette. That's because if

election. This has happened four
times, including in 2000 when
Bush won 47 percent of the
vote and Democrat Al Gore got
48 percent.
"It was the genius of our fore
founders that that through
out our system of govern
ment, we have checks and bal
anccs. The Electoral Collage
is an example of that," said state
Sen. Kirk Schuring of Canton
a Republican elector. "If we
didn't have the Electoral
Collage, probably many of our
smaller states wouldn't get
any attention."
In 2000, Ohio's Republican
electors selected Bush and Vice
President Dick Cheney. In 1992
and 1996, the state's Democratic
electors chose former President
Bill Clinton and Gore.
Ohio AFL-CIO President
William Burga, among the 1996
electors, said the whole voting
process didn't take more than 15
or 20 minutes.
"It's cut and dried and you get a
nice certificate," Burga said.
In Ohio, each elector also
will get $10 and be reimbursed
for mileage.

Cafaro wins the 14th District
seat, she wouldn't be sworn in
until after casting her vote as
an elector.
Ohio has one elector for each
of the 18 congressional districts
plus two for the state at large.
That's down from 21 electors in
2000 due to shifts in population
across the country.
The electors must be nominated by party officials and
are screened by each party's
executives.
Most states, including Ohio,
operate on a winner-take-all
system where the candidate
who wins the most votes gets all
the state's electoral votes. Only
Maine and Nebraska dole out
their votes proportionally to the
popular vote.
The electors must vote separately for the president and vice
president. Their votes will be
sealed and sent to the president
of the U.S. Senate, who will open
them on Ian. 6, and declare
the winner.
The way the Electoral College
system was set up means that a
candidate who wins the popular vote still might not win the

Cleveland Clinic will
be first to transplant
for severely disfigured.
CLEVELAND - The Cleveland
Clinic says it is the first institution
to receive review board approval
of human facial transplant for
someone severely disfigured by
bums or disease.
Several independent medical teams around the world also
are pursuing the procedure. The
Geveland Clinic said its approval
on Oct. 15 followed 10 months of
debate on medical, ethical and
psychological issues.
It has no current patients or
donors for the procedure.
"We are at this point ready to
begin screening patients." said
Dr. Maria Siemionow, the hospital's director of plastic surgery
research and training in microscopic surgery, who advocated
the procedure.
Doctors at the clinic said find
ing an appropriate donor cadaver for the facial skin and underlying tissue might be more difficult
than choosing a patient, which
could take up to two years.
"It may not happen in our life,
or it may happen sooner than

you expect," Siemionow said.
She said she will tell patients
there is as much as a 50 percent chance of failure because
of tissue rejection or other
complications
A central question in debate
over the procedure has been
whether patients should be
subjected to risks of transplant
failure and life-threatening complications from anti-rejection
drugs for an operation that is not
lifesaving.
Siemionow said she wants
to start with a relatively simple
procedure that would involve
transplanting only the skin and
underlying fat. The patient's
own muscles shape the face, so
the patient would not take on
the appearance of the donor,
she said.
Current facial reconstructive
surgery uses skin grafts and flaps
— tissue containing blood vessels
— from other parts of a patient's
body. The result "following major
trauma, bums and tumor resections has been, at best, mediocre." Dr. Graham lister, a retired
professor of plastic surgery
and a mentor of Siemionow's,
wrote on her behalf to the clinic
review board.

THE SAGUARO CACTUS, rOUIlD 111
THE SOUTHUJESTEfM UMTED STATES
UOESITT GROW BRRnCHES UnilL IT
IS 75 YEARS OLD.
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Senior Portraits
will be taken on

Nov. 3-5

«

9 a.m. - 5 p.m.
at the Black Swamp Pub

A
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Portrait sessions are free with a purchasing option.
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The KEY Yearbook's

Senior

#
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To schedule an
appointment,
call the KEY Yearbook at

372-8086.
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11 p.m.-2 a.m.
•. ■'

d
featuring
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Nov. 9
at the

Black Swamp Pub
music
by Rooted Truth
...see you there!!
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BG SPORTS

MONDAY

WOMEN'S SOCCER
Tuesday
MAC tournament at Kent State,
2 p.m.

November 1,
2004

HOCKEY
Thursday
Against Notre Dame, 7:05 p.m.

Friday

www.bgnews.com/sports

At Notre Dame, 7:35 p.m.
BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY

SWIMMING
Friday
Against Toledo, 5 p.m.

Saturday

Against KMU, 1 p.m.

VOLLEYBALL
Saturday
At Kent State, 7 p.m.

Sunday

At Akron, 2 p.m.

FOOTBALL
Saturday
Against WMU. 1 p.m.

BG Football continues
roll in win over EMU
ByAdamHntzak
ASSISTANT SPORTS [DUOS

Upsets
galore in
sporting
world
MATT
HAWKINS

Sports Reporttr
If this isn't a sign of the
apocalypse. I don't now what is!
[harebecause it's the end
of the world; the world of pro
sports that is. In the last lew
months alone just about ever)
major sport has gone through
enough unpredictable outcomes
to cause Baho Ruth to luni met
in his grave—oh wait he just did.
The Red Sox. after 86 years of
being cursed by "The Bambino"
finally slipped a World Series
title Into the record books. Ihej
didn't just squeeze by the St.
Louis Cardinals either, they
embarrassed the crap out of
them. The most cursed team in
snorts history JVi BDt St. I imis
with Red Sox pitchers only
allowing 24 hits combined in the
series, fewest for a Worid Series
team in 35 years.
The way the Cards were
playing, it looked as if maybe
they were the ones cursed.
There's only one reasonable
explanation as to why the
Cardinals played so pooriy: they
were just as shocked as everj one
else that Boston beat New York.
After the Yankees won the first
three games in the ALCS. Boston
UPSETS, PAGE 8

The Falcon football team's
offense was able to put together another dominant performance with a balanced attack
to defeat Eastern Michigan.
Quarterback Omar lacobs
passed for 333 yards and three
touchdowns and running back
RJ. I'ope netted 128 yards on
the ground, scoring from 18
yards out in the fourth quarter
to put away FMU 41-20.
"We are a complete offense."
lacobs said. "We don't have
weak links."
BG received a boost from
their defense, which came up
with big plays at the right time.
"We're just playing really well
together as a team right now,"
said BG head coach Gregg
Brandon.
Down by 14 with just under
six minutes to play, F.M11 had
a first down at the Falcon
38-yard line after completing
a 23-yard pass on fourth and
14. On the next play, defensive
end Mitchell Crossley broke
through the line and crushed
quarterback Matt Bohnet,
forcing a fumble. BG linebacker
I )anicl Sayles recovered the ball
and put the offense in control
to finish the game.
With the success they found
all game with Hope, the Falcons
handed off to him five straight
plays, the last resulting in a
touchdown to end any hope of
an Kagle comeback
The Falcons had not run
the ball well in their last three
games and Brandon made it a
point to get back to pounding
the ball with success.
"We talked after last week
about being able to run RJ., rush
the football. We challenged the
line that we needed to get RJ.
100 yards and we did a good job
of that. For us to continue to

Crossley
plays big
in BG's
victory
By Elliott Schreiner
SPORTS EDITOR

BenSwanger BGNews

ALMOST, BUT NOT QUITE: Bowling Green tight end Todd DIBacco just misses catching his second
touchdown of the game against Eastern Michigan. DiBacco helped the Falcons beat the Eagles, 41-20.

win. we have to run the football
effectively."
Crossley was a dominant
presence on the field. On the
opening possesion of the
second half, he shot through
the EMU offensive line and

made a one-handed grab on
a backwards lateral, returning
it 30-yards for a touchdown to
putBGup31-10.
"They were running on
us, passing on us and s
omebody had to make a big

play," Crossley said. "My
number was called and I just
had to go out there and make
the play."
"I saw Mitch being disruptive,"
Brandon said. "(He was) comFOOTBALL, PAGE 8

After a 2003 campaign saw
Mitchell Crossley emerge as one
of the top defensive linemen in
die Mid-American Conference,
his start to this season could lie
considered slow.
Coming into Saturday's
game against Eastern Michigan,
Crossley had yet to get a sack
this season and was in dangerous
position to lose his stature as an
All-MAC player.
That all changed in a n 20
win over EMU thai saw I rossle)
step up In a big way lor the B( I
defense.
"I saw Mitch being disruptive,"
BG head coach Gregg Brandon
said. "I saw him coming off the
edge, collapsing the pocket and
forcing the quarterback to get out
ni there
Crossley led the Falcons in 2003
with nine sacks and was selet ted
second team MI-MAC Brandon
said he saw Cn issley gelling back
to that form in the Falcons past
few games and he was in rare
form for the Falcons Saturday
The junior led the team with
seven tackles, had two sacks and
loned ,i tumble, while returning
another fumble for a touchdow n.
The Impressive part of
Crosslcy's performance was
when he decided to make them.
With 13:30 in the third quarter
and the Eagles looking to Improve
on a 24-10 deficit. Crosslej
decided to make his first strike
against the Eastern offense.
On a lateral screen pass to
running back Anthony SherreH
Crossley stepped in between
Sherrell and quarterback Man
Bohnet to make a one handed
pick that would go down as a
fumble recovery. Crossley then
rumbled down the rest of die
field untouched for a 30-yard
CROSSLEY, PAGE 8

Hockey beats Lake Superior 2-1 Volleyball has tough time

with Eastern and Western

Matt Hawkins
SPORTS REPORTER

After BG's 5-1 loss to Lake
Superior State Friday night, the
Falcons needed someone to step
it up. Sophomore forward Rich
Meloche decided it was his turn.
Meloche scored bodi goals for
the Falcons in their 2-1 win over
the fakers on Saturday, his first
nvo of the season.
Melodies first goal came at
18:32 of the first period, when he
fired a lightning bolt of a slapshot
from the left circle past Lakers
goalie left' lakaitis to give the
Falcons a 1 -0 lead.
But less than 30 seconds later,
laker right wing Matt Hestoule
silenced the crowd with a goal
diat tied the game.
Yet with only 1:25 gone by
in the second period Meloche
scored again and pushed the
Falcons back on top with what
would turn out to be the game
winning goal.
"I came up from behind die
net and the goalie was down, so
1 threw if off the goalie," Meloche
said.
Even though Meloche was the
lone Falcon scorer on Saturday, it
was a team effort.
"It doesn't really matter who
does what as long as we're doing
it together," Meloche said. "One
day it'll be someone else."
I lowever, Meloche couldn't
have been the hero for the
Falcons if it weren't for goalie
Jordan Sigalet. who was just as
impressive in the net. He saved
34 of the 35 shots on the day.
"Ziggy (Sigalet) was real strong
when he had to be," Falcon head

BylasonlDixon
SENIOR REPORTER

Btn Sranw BGNews

GETTING DOWN: BG defenseman Taylor Christie puts a Lake Superior
player against the boards Friday night.

coach Scon Paluch said. "We
were able to whether that stonn
that we couldn't do last night"
Even lakers head coach Frank
Anzalone gave Sigalet praise for
his effort.
"You gotia give Sigalet
credit." he said, "He challenged
us tonight."
So far this season, Sigalet has
only allowed seven goals on 129
shots in the Falcons first four
games. Five of those goals were
scored by the Lakers on Friday.
But Sigalet and rest of the
Falcons were hungry for their first

CCHA victory and weren't about
to let the Lakers sweep them this
weekend.
"1 was really upset with the loss
(Friday!," Sigalet said. "We came
in today and really wanted to
win."
Sigalet also said everyone was
able to step their game up a level
after their loss on Friday.
"We've got a lot of injured
bodies in there from (guys)
sacrificing their bodies for
blocked shots and saving me
from stuff and making my job
easier," Sigalet said.

The Bowling Green State
volleyball team had excuses but
refused to use them.
They had reasons to feel sorry
for themselves but were angry at
themselves instead.
They had explanations but
chose not to use them.
In every case the Falcons had
the right oudook after being
swept by Western Michigan
and dropping a five-set match
to Eastern Michigan inside
Anderson Arena last weekend.
They lost two games they could
have won.
"I don't think it would have
been an upset if we had beaten
Western, because we both had
identical records and they got
crushed by Ohio last night." head
coach Denise Van De Walle said
yesterday. "The team was pretty
disappointed after the loss to
Eastern, because we felt like it
would have been an upset
"It was a batde all afternoon
between two very good teams,"
she said. "I always tell the team
this 'In a five gamer, the first four
sets don't matter ... It comes
down to one 15-point game and
how you handle that' and we just
made too many unforced errors."
Van De Walle said the team had
been focusing on aggressiveness
and intensity in the week leading
up to Friday night's rematch with
WMU. and the Falcons showed

GET IN ON THE ACTION AT WWW.BGNEWS.COM/SP0RTS
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BIG BLOCK: Bowling Green's Elizabeth Simon and Corrie Mills make a
block earlier this season at Anderson Arena. The Falcons had problems
this weekend in losses to Western Michigan and Eastern Michigan.

it outset jumping ahead of the
Broncos 11-5.
Following a WMU timeout.
Amber Mareski pushed BG's lead
to 12-5 but the Chippewas went
on a 15-8 run to pull even with
the Falcons at 20 apiece
The two teams exchanged die
next three points, but a dazzling
array of great digs by BG was
offset when CMU's Shaylen
Jackson pounded down one of
her 13 kills to give them a 24-23

advantage.
The Chippewas dosed Out the
ni scoring si\ oi the last eight
points.
Van De Walle said game one
played out die exact same way
it did when they met one week
ago.
"it was aggressive, rhe serving
was good. Uii' hilling was good.
we looked confident and after 23
points 1 felt like our defense DOl
VOLLEYBALL, PAGE 8
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Steelers beat Patriots
By Alan Robinson
THE ASSOCIATED PMSS

S<> much fin a |x-rfect week in
New England sports, the Patriots'
Chances tor a perfect season and
the longest winning streaks in
\i I history
Men Roethllsberger, a rookie
quarterback who seemingly
doesn't know how to lose,
drove the Steelers to font scores
following uncharacteristic New
l England tumoversand Pittsburgh
aided the Patriots' two long winning streaks with a remarkably
easy :u-20 victory yesterday.
I lie Patriots had won 21
straight counting the playoffs
and a league-record 1H in a
row In the regular season, but
were all but out of this one after
Roethllsberger - siiii unbeaten
as an MI. Btartei threvi two
touchdown passes to Plaxico
Burress in the first quarter.
Maybe all this winning was
too much to ask ol Boston area

teams. With running back ( oie\
Dillon (kneel sining out and Pro
Bowl lomerback Ty Law (foot]
sidelined for all but a few plays,
the Patriots' winning streaks
ended only tour days alter the
liosion lied Sox won their first
World Series in »i years.
With lorn Brady throwing
two interceptions and losing a
fumble, New England's run
ended with its first loss since a
20-17 defeat to Washington on
Sept. 28,2003.
Itui Roethllsberger upped his
personal winning streak to 18.
He won his linal 13 at Miami
ot Ohk) lasi season following an
opening-game loss, and now
is only the second rookie
quarterback since the 1970 merger to win his first NFL five starts,
Mike Kruczek won six straight
for the injured Terry Bradshaw

torn E. Piiskar W Photo

BIG WIN: Pittsburgh wide receiver Plaxico Burress hauls one of his two
touchdowns during a 34-20 win over New England yesterday.
for the 1976 Steelers. never once
throwing a touchdown pass;
lioeiblisberger already has nine
in what is fast becoming the
best season In .ill Ml rookie
(.lit since Dan Marino threw 211
touchdown passes and ordj six
interceptions in 11 games for the

1983 Dolphins.
Next up for Pittsburgh
or, as they're calling it now,
Roethlis-biirgh - is unbeaten
Philadelphia, 7 (I lor the first time.
The Steelers' (i-1 start is their best
since their '71! team was 7-0, and
they lead the Ravens (4-3) by two
games in the Al-'C North.
It may be of little consolation,
but New England's 6-1 record
also equals the best start in
franchise history.

Roethlisberger's

already

showing a lot ot Hradshaw-like
qualities: a strong arm and an
innate ability to seize upon an
opponent's mistake - or, in this
case, lour big mistakes. He was
18 of 24 for 196 yards and no
intercept ions Sunday and is 39 of
49 in Ids last two games,
Everything looked status
quo early for the Patriots, who
overcame Dillon's absence
following two consecutive

100-yard games to drive for Adam
Vinatieri's 43-yard field goal, the
15th straight game they've scored
first.

WWW.BGNEWS.COM

Jacobs has great showing
FOOTBALL, FROM PAGE 7

ing off the edge, collapsing the
pocket, forcing the quarterback
to get out of there more than
they wanted to."
Jacobs spread the ball to
seven different receivers for 30
completions. Charles Sharon
led the way with a career-high
10 receptions for 143 yards and
two touchdowns
"Charles Sharon is a great
player," said a smiling Jacobs,
who has connected with him for
eight touchdowns this season.
The Eagles were able to throw
the ball deep against the Falcons
secondary throughout the game.
Bohnet finished with 365 yards
passing and one touchdown
and was on the same page with

B(i has won five games in
receiver Eric Deslauriers, who
finished with nine receptions for a row and Brandon JS pleased
with the position his team is in.
189 yards and a touchdown.
\\ eve got six wins now, we're
"They have a nice offense
(and) they have a nice scheme," bowl eligible," he said. "We're
Brandon said. "Deslauriers' a playing as good as we can play
good player. Their quarterback, light now, I think, and still have
when he has time, has been to play better."
Falcon Notes:
effective for them."
Tight end Todd DiBacco's
Despite the big numbers
the Falcon offense put up, they eight-yard touchdown catch
setded for two field goals in in the first quarter was the
the red-zone and were unable second touchdown of his career
to convert on third-down ... Pope's 128-yard effort was the
conversions consistendy (4 of sixth 100-yard plus game in his
13) as a result of being forced career... The offense netted 501
yards on 83 plays ... Crossley
into third-and-long situations
"I don't know how many times finished the game with a teamI looked up and saw third and high five solo tackles, seven total,
8, third and 10. We kind of shot and two sacks ... Comerback
ourselves in the foot," Brandon Terrill Mayberry's fourth quarter
interception was the first in his
said.

After that, it fell apart.

Dexter Heed appeared to have
downed losh Miller's punt inside
the Steelers 5, but inadvertently
kicked the ball into the end zone
for a touchback. Roethlisberger
dien hit Mines Ward for 21 yards
ahead of a perfectly thrown
47-yard scoring pass to a
stretched-out Burress. Burress
quickly shed comerback Randall
I ,a\, who had just come in for the
injured law.
It never got any better for the
Patriots, playing here for the first
time since upsetting Pittsburgh
24-17 In the AFC championship
game in January 2002.
t in New England's next play,
Brady fumbled after a hard hit
from loey Porter, leading to
Roethlisberger's 4-yard pass to
Burress in the left front corner of
die end zone and a 14-3 lead.
lust 16 seconds later, Brady,
hit by Larry Foote and Kimo von
Oelhoffen. threw the ball directly
to Deshea Townsend for a 39yard interception touchdown.

Crossley makes plays from
start to finish for Falcons

BG has letdowns in losses
she said. "We let down in game
one and Western let down in
lapsed," she said after the game. game three, but diey had such a
"We just did not dig enough balls solid lead that diey would have
to stay competitive with Western had to completely fall apart."
The Falcons bounced back
... It was hard fought 28 points up
Saturday night taking by taking
at their place."
CMU took the momentum the opening set against EMU, 30into game two and raced out to 22 behind Taylor Twite's six kills.
After die Eagles captured
a 7-3 lead and never looked back
games two and three 30-23 and
en route to 30-19 victory.
Van De Walle said the team 30-25, respectively, BG displayed
went into the locker room and a sense of urgency that was
talked about the importance evident from die first serve.
EMU took a 3-1 lead, but the
of game three, but the refrain
seemed ineffective for about Falcons went on a 16-4 run and
the first 10 minutes when CMU never looked back en route to a
30-16 win.
grabbed a 23-7 advantage.
Playing in only their second
Finally, a CMU ball handling
error ignited the Falcons as they five-game set of the season, BG
used a 17-8 run, closing the secured a 3-1 lead widi the help
margin to 28-24 but it wasn't of three consecutivehirtingerrors
enough to stop the Chippewas by the Eagles' Bethany Piccolini.
EMU answered with a 9-4 nm
from taking two of die last
three points and dieir second to take a 10-7 lead, which forced
Van De Walle to use a timeout
consecutive sweep over BG.
But the combination of
Van De Walle said the team
had too many let downs to come BG hitting errors and the
powerful arm of Emily Busch,
out with the victory.
"At this level and with who finished the set with five kills
competitiveness
as
this and one assisted block at the net,
conference, you ain't do that." proved to be too much for the
VOLLEYBALL, FROM PAGE 7

falcons to overcome as they fell
in a 15-9 beartbreaker.
"We played great volleyball ...
in spurts," Van IX' Walle said. "In
the first and fourth sets we were
hard to stop at the net.
"Then, in the final set we went
soft and tipped loo many balls."
she said. "Both teams looked
tentative in their hitting until
Busdl got to the front row for
I astern She was tough to stop"
l«. was led by Aslilei Nofzingcr,
who contributed career-highs in
kills (191 and digs (22) while hitting 340 on the night, folkiwed
by Melissa Mohr's 12 kills

I inik Manser chipped in with
\1 kills and 12 digs, and Come
Mills came off the bench to
provide a spark with eight kills
ami a 112 hitting percentage.
Amber
Mareski
and
t lniss\ Cotlike finished with
game highs in assists (58) and

dip 28) for the Falcons,
I he losses dropped BG to
fourthplaceindicMid-Anicricaii
Conference West Division at

8-6 in the conference and 13-11
overall, a game behind Western
Mulligan.

CROSSLEY, FROM PAGE 7

touchdown that gave the Palcons
a tl It)lead
"Mitchell Crossley made a play
that gave us a lot of momentum,"
Brandon said.
Crossley gave credit to the
coaching staff for the play
"It was a slant call." Crossley
said. "Coach put me in a great
position to make the play and
I read the quarterback and he
threw it straight to me, and I just
took it to the crib."
Crossley's one-handed grab
with a man on him reminded
some of B(i wideout Charles
Sharon, who is known for his
acrobatic grabs
"I was looking at a couple films
of Chuck and said 1 had to get me
one," Crossley said smiling.
Hut the play didn't pull the
BenSwanjer BGNews
Falcons into the dear.
With BG leading 34-20 in the ON THE ATTACK: Bowling Green linebacker Jovon Burkes is all over EMU
middle of the fourth quarter, the quarterback Matt Bohnet during the Falcons' game Saturday.
Eagles were in the midst of a 13
play drive that took them into BG Bohnet and forced a fumble to make a play and my number
that linebacker Daniel Sayles was called and I just had to go out
territory.
and make die play."
Crossley again was the one recovered.
For the rest of BG's opponents
"It was important," Crossley
who made the big play to swing
the momentum back in the said. "They were running on us one thing is now clear, Crossley is
falcons' favor when he sacked and passing on us. Someone had back on the war path.

Pistons take part in upsets
UPSETS, FROM PAGE 7

not only did the unthinkable,
they pulled off the impossible.
No playoff team in sports history (minus the NHL) had ever
seen a team lose the first three
games and win four straight
until now. Not only dial—-they
beat the Yankees in die playoffs
for the first time in 100 years.
However, Boston hasn't been
die only surprise team of the
century. Ok maybe they have,
but plenty of odier surprises
have happened lately in other
major sports as well.
Take the NFL, for instance
led by the uncanny start of the
Detroit lions. After losing three
years worth of road games (24
straight), the Detroit Lions
kicked off this season with
three straight road victories and
didn't lose away from home
until yesterday at Dallas. But
that hasn't been the only

surprise in Ford-town.
The Detroit Pistons destroyed
the 1/is Angeles lakers' dynasty
in the NBA Finals back in lune.
lust about everyone thought
the off-season acquisitions
of future hall of Tamer's Kari
Malone and Gary Payton would
be enough to revitalize the
Lakers' throne. After all, they
had arguably the best starting
five in NBA history.
But seeing die lakers'
emotionally charged egos face
a Pistons team full of hungry,
floor burned overachievers
was a sign that an upset had to
happen. If it weren't for Kobe's
buzzer beating three-pointer in
Game two. the Pistons would
have had a clean sweep. Not
even Shaq could take the heat
in LA, which is why he bolted to
Miami, and Lakers' coach Phil
lackson was so embarrassed
he decided to quit- for now
anyway.

Grand Opening
NOW AVAILABLE
ii

ii;ijrmiii|i' i

liesi

bruised egos this summer. The
Orympic team proved that the
NBA can't just throw anyone in
red, while and blue uniforms
and expect to win a gold medal,
lur the first time since the original Dream Team was created in
1990. the U.S. failed to win gold
lasdy we have the Nl II.
which got canned this season
before it could even play "Left
Get it Started" (bad joke, good
song). Work stoppages might
not be a new trend in sports,
but one ol this magnitude is a
rarity. You know it's bad when
the NHL and player's
association are already talking
about trying to save the
2005-2006 season.
So what's next? Is this a sign
of the end of professional
sports as we know it?
Probably not, but it's sure
been a crazy last few months.

Three Levels
Your Own
Bedroom and
Bathroom
Ashley & Bassett
Furniture

LISTINGS FOR FALL 2005
Bentwood Estates
Columbia Court Apartments
Heinz Apartments Ltd.
Enterprise Square Apts.
East Merry Ave. Apartments
Frazee Avenue Apartments
Mercer Manor Apartments
Ridge Manor Apartments
Campbell Hill Apartments

Yet. the Lakers weren't the
only basketball team with

FREE
Cable & Internet

You can't afford NOT to live here!
Call and reserve your space to day!

...and many more apartments and houses

SIGN UP STARTS NOV. 1,2004
445 E. Wooster, Bowling Green, OH 43402

www.greenftriarrentals.com

Leasing office located in
119 E. Court Street
Visit www. copperbeechtownhomes. com
and check out our online floor plans,
interior and exterior photos, rentals rates,
and detailed amenity listings!
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(419)T353-33O0
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Singh becomes first
$10 million golfer
By Doug Ferguson
\Hl ASSOCIATED PRtSS

Vijay Singh once earned $10 a
lesson as a club pro in Borneo.
With his ninth victory of the
year yesterday in the Chrysler
Championship, the Fijian became
golfs first $10 million man.
In a war that gets better with
each week, Singh birdied the first
two holes at Innisbrook arid never
let anyone get within two shots
the rest of the way. He closed
with a 6-under 65 to win by five
shots, matching Tiger VVbods for
ihc must victories in a season on
the PGA Tour since 1950.
The wins keeps coming, and
I'm enjoying every bit of it," Singh
said.
He finished in style, hitting out
of a fairway bunker to 15 feet
and making that for birdie. Singh
finished at 18-under 266 to set
the tournament record by one
shot, previously held by K.J. Choi
in 2002.
lesper Pamevik qualified for
the Masters with a birdie on the
final hole to shoot 68 and finish
No. 40 on the money list. Tommy
Armour HI three-putted the Bnal
hole for a 69 to share second
place at 271.
Singh now goes to the Tour
Championship with a shot at a
10-10 season — 10 victories. SIO
million.
He earned $900,000 for this
victory, the easiest win he has
had all year It was Singh's largest
victory since he won by six shots

In the 2002 Houston Open.
Woods won nine times in 2000.
one else has won that many
linns since Sim Snead had 11
victories in 1950.
Us hard to swallow it right
now," Singh said "it's Incredible."
Not had for a guy who was
KUCk working at keningau Club
in Borneo as a resident pro,
making minimum wage plus
$10 a lesson, spending his free
lime pounding balls in the sun
with hopes of making it as a tour
professional.
It took Singh 173 tournaments
oxer eight years to earn $10
million for his career. He has
surpassedthatwithoneincicdiblc
season, his victory at Innisbrook
pushing his total to $10,725,166.
That's more than $5 million
more than Phil Mu kelson, who is
second on the money list.
Singh put a quick and
decisive end to the Chrysler
Championship, getting up-anddown for birdie on the first hole
and making an 8-footer for birdie
on the next hole.
Then, he left everyone ebe to
battle for the loose change, and it
was serious money.
This was the final full-field
NQ

BAD DAY AT THE OFFICE: Cincinnati quarterback Carson Palmer fumbles the ball against the Titans
yesterday. Palmer was unable to lead the Bengals to a win as they dropped the game, 27-20.

Gncy fall to Titans, 27-20
Steve Nesius AP Photo

SWINGING AWAY: Vijay Singh blasts a shot from the top of the fairway
to the fifth green at the Chrysler Championship yesterday. Singh won
the event and became golf's first $10 million dollar man.
get into the top 150. That gives
him conditional status next year
on tour — good for about 15
tournaments - and a free pass to

tournament of the year, the last
chance for players to get into the
top 30 on the money list to qualify'
for the lour Championship; the
top 40 to get into the Masters; the
top 125 to secure their PGA Tour
cards for next year; and the top
150 to have conditional status
and bypass the second of three
stages in Q-schooL

the final stage of Q-schooL
Brehaut thought he blew it

And there were some guys who
were just as thrilled as Singh.
Tag Hidings, who was 190th on
the money list just one month
ago, made seven birdies Over his
final 10 holes to close with a64.
That put him in a tie for 11th,
earning enough money to finish
No. 125 on the money list.
Kenny Perry shot 67 and
moved up two spots to No 29,
making him eligible for the lour
Championship next week in
Atlanta Carlos Franco held onto
the 30th spot, despite closing
with an 82.
The real drama involved the
Masters
loey Sindelar missed the cut
but was poised to finish No. 40 on
the money list and get to Augusta
National tor the first time sim r
1993. But it all changed so
suddenly.

First Pamevikmadean 18-foot

birdie pull on the final hole. I hen.
ArmoUl missed a.Moot pat pun
that knocked him into a twi > w ay
tie fbt second That was worth an
extra $100,000 for Pamevik, and
he moved past Sindelar to No. 40
by $13,254.
No one faced an emotional
ride quite like left Brehaut.
I le was No. 152 on the money
list when he arrived at Innisbrook
for his 11th consecutive
tournament, desperate to at least

with a three-putt bogey on No.
17. his 3 1 /2-foot par putt lipping
out around the cup.
"I just choked," he said. "I
figured. Now I have to make
birdie.''
1 le had yardage for a wedge
I i( yards — but decided to
hit 9-iron to the slightly elevated
18th green and it stopped 4 feet
above the hole, a dangerous putt
he slid sharply to the right.
"I told myself, 'lust make your
best stroke, |USI make your best
stroke," Brehaut said
It dropped in the center of the
Cup! and he dropped his arms to
his side and pumped his list.
The only thing that can knock
out Pamevik and Ridings is
if Padraig Harrington wins the
[bur Championship next week
to automatically become a PGA
Tour member and have his earnings count on the money list.
Next up for Brehaut IsQ-cchool
in the California desert, golfs
biggest pressure-cooker.
"More of this." Brehaut said
with a smile. 'At least I get some
rest. And I've got some guarantee
of playing."
The way Singh is playing, it
almost looks like he's guaranteed
of winning.
This was his sixth victory In his
last eight starts, and be goes to
Fast lake with a chance to join
Byron Nelson, Hen Hogan and
Sam Snead as the only players
with at least 10 victories in one

By Teresa M.Walker
1HE ASS0CIMED PRESS

The Tennessee Titans bought
themselves two more weeks cil
hope at the expense of an old
foe they still love to beat.
TheTltans rested Steve McNair
and his aching chest, and
backup Billy Volek responded by
throwing for two touchdowns
and 210 yards as the I nans beat
the Bengals 27-20 yesterday for
their first victor] at home this
season.
Gar) Anderson kicked two
field goals, and Chris llrown
ignored an aching left big toe
in running for a touchdown
and 147 yards, his fifth 100-yard
performance this season.
With their bye next, the Titans
snapped a two-game skid with
their ninth victory in 10 games
against their old Alt: (ientral foe
Cincinnati (2-5).
"II wewould'velost this, I hate
to say it, but I think the season
just would vc been totally shot,''

Titans comeiback Samari liollc
said. "At least now we know we
can win at home. We can build
some momentum now, rest
some people up."
Tennessee (3-5) sacked
Carson Palmer lour times, hit
him repeatedly, batted down
four passes behind the line and
forced him into an Interception
and a fumble.
Mill, the Titans nearly blew
a 14-point lead as Palmer tried
to rally the Bengals in the final
235, marching them to the
ki 11 lessee 9.
But tackle Albert I layneswonh

Visit
www.BGNews.com

Faculty/Staff Night!

Falcon Hockey
BGSU vs. Notre Dame
Thursday
November 4, 2004
7:05 PM
BGSU Ice Arena
The first 750 BGSU faculty and staff
employees can pick up two FREE GENERAL
ADMISSION TICKETS to the game!
First 500 BGSU students will receive a free Falcon
t-shirt courtesy of Speck Sales and Cooper Tirel
Ticket pickup is available from 9 a.m. to
5 p.m. at the BGSU Ticket Office
in Anderson Arena.

\

The first 2000 fans will receive a Falcon Thunderstix
courtesy of Mr. Spots'
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FALCONS'

For ticket information please call 1-877-BGSU Ticket!

sacked Palmer on first-and-goal,
knocking the ball loose, and end

luqua I homas recovered to seal
the victory
"I should've gone one-two
and thrown it out of the back of
the end zone, stop the clock and
give us a chance on third down,"
Palmei said.
The Bengals wanted to ride
the emotion from their 23-10
victory last week in their liist
Monday night game since 1992,
and looked good on the opening

Tennessee, which had lost five
of the last six, kept the Bengals
in the game after building leads
of 13-3 and 27-13, the last on
Brown's I -yard run at the end of

the third quarter.
Safety MadJeu Williams pulled

Cincinnati within 13-10 after
stepping in front of \olck's pass
for I lerrick Mason and returning
ihc ball 51 yards at the beginning of the third quarter. Shayne
(Iranam later tied the game at 13
with a 50-yard field goal.
Alter Brown's 11) put the
drive as Palmer hit all six passes
Titans up 27-13, Palmer hit
ii i set up a 28-yard field goal.
"We didn't play with poise I.I. Houshmandzadeh on a
short pass that he turned Into a
on either side of the football.
Bengals coach Marvin Lewis 62 yarder to the Tennessee 6
after Titans safety lank Williams
said.
"Up front we had four missed the tackle. Rudi lohnson
penalties on the first drive on scored on a 6-yard run on the
offense and probably had three next play.
Palmer finished 20-of-36 for
or four offsides penalties when
we knew he was going to use the 247 yards, while Kudi lohnson
cadence to unnerve us," Lewis had just f)7 yards on 17 carries.
Tennessee went threc-andsaidofVolii.
The Bengals might have out on three ol its Bnal four
thought they were in luck with possessions,
Vblek played well enough as
McNair wearing warm-ups on
the sideline after throwing for 20 he drove the Titans to two field
TDs against Cincinnati, his most goals that gave them a 6-3 lead.
Tennessee held the Bengals
against any NFL team.
Then Brown, who did not to just 17 yards in the second
practice with a toe so sore quarter as the Bengals at one
he wore a walking boot for point backed themselves from
protection, wore down the their 35 to the 12 with three
league's worst rushing defense Straight penalties before going
with 32 carries - even with his three-and-out.
The Titans led 13-3 at
toe hinting late in the game.
He was back in the boot when halftimeaflerthcy ranoutdiefinal
talking to reporters, and he said 6:24 with a drive kept alive twice
converting fourth downs,
his toe was bigger than before.
"But I knew we had to finish including Volek's I-yard If) toss
to Meier as time expired.
this one off." Brown said.
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REDSKINS FOOTBALL OUTCOME MAY DECIDE

NATION

MANCHESTER, N.ll. - John Kerry supporters got a
good omen tbi their candidate on Sunday: The Green
Hay Packers defeated the Washington Redskins. The
Redskins' final home game before the presidential
election has always accurately predicted the election
winner. If they lose, the incumbent is ousted.

Kerry makes post-election promises at OSU
he was tired after a two-year
campaign, but confident and
impatient to get to work on
solving the country's problems.
"I think Americans are going to
vote for change." Kerry said.
But he also entertained the idea
that he might lose to President
Bush.
The disappointment will not
be personally if I losi, oh God, I
lost," Kerry said. "But it would
lie I didn'l get the chance to do
those things for those folks that
I wanted."
Kerry said he is prepared
to raise legal challenges to
problems reported at the polls,
possibly delaying a filial result,
but he expects the election will be
decided tomorrow night
If Kerry is elected, the
presidency will go through its first
wartime transition since Lyndon
lohnson left office after Richard
Nixon was elected in 1968.
Kerry said lie is not concerned
that the president is preparing an
attack in the Iraqi city of lallujah,
which could be carried out
as Bush is a lame duck before
Kerry takes office on Jan. 20. Kerry,
who served iii combat during

By Nedra Pickter
IHI ASSOCIATED PRESS

MANCHESTER,
N.ll.
Democratic Sea tohn Kern, in
an interview with The Asa idated
Press, said yesterday thai if he is
elected president, he will begin
an unprecedented "flurry of
activity' to protect national
securit) that will include quick
Cabinet appointments.
"I'm going ui make America
safer and I haw some vay
strong and teal steps to take
quite immediately to make thai
happen," Kerry said in the
i:1 minute Interview aboard his
campaign plane
The Democratic challenger
declined to describe his plans to
find terrorist mastermind (Isama
bin laden and gel out of the war
in Iraq, other than to say, I will
get other people to the table." I le
~aid he was Iodised on winning
the election tomorrow night and
persuading undecided voters to
support him.
With the outcome of the race
so uncertain two days out, Kerry
kept switching between saying "if I win" and "when I win."
ihe Massachusetts senator said

the Vietnam war, said he would
be available if the president
wanted to ask his advice in that
scenario
Kerry said he's gotten
security briefings throughout the
campaign
whenever
he
requested them and he's been
pleased with the length and the
quality of each.
Kerry. said if he wins, he
would begin putting his Cabinet
together "as fast as 1 can."
Some names being mentioned for his national security
team include former United
Nations Ambassador Richard
Holbrooke and Delaware Sen.
Joe Bidcn, senior Democrat on
the
Foreign
Relations
Committee.
"If the American people make
me president, they will see a
flurry of activity and leadership
with respect to our national
security interests that they've
never seen, but I'm going to wait
until I'm there," Kerry said.
It is possible that this election
could be the second in a row
where one candidate wins the
popular vote and another gets a
majority in the Electoral College,

JiylaPrete AP Photo

MAKING THE CASE: Sen. John Kerry speaks to a crowd of supporters at a rally on Ohio State University's
campus Thursday.
which chooses the president
liven though Democrat Al (lore
lost to Bush under the system in
2000. Kerry said he still supports
the Electoral College as a way

lo protect the interest of small
stales.

He also said he would keep
Ihe While House Office ol faithBased and Community Initiatives

created by Bush, but would nin ii
differently. He said Bush's program "steps over a constitutional
line" because he allowed religious
activity as pan of the programs.

Issues of double-voting concern officials in Ohio and Florida
THE ASSOCIAIEO PRESS

that some double voting has
occurred previously and not only
could occur again but could go
undetected Tuesday.
Many states have only just
begun to compile statewide voter
registration lists to comply with
the federal Help America Vote
Act, passed in 21X12. Such lists
allow state officials to find double
registrations within a state, but

CLEVELAND - Thousands of
people who are regislered in
both Ohio and I lorida possibly
could vote twice in the presidential election through use of
absentee ballots, a newspaper
reported yesterday.
the Plain Dealer's investigaiion of voter rolls in the two
key battleground states found

states rarely coordinate with one
another.
Virtually nothing prevents
transitory voters from casting ballots in multiple states. In
the 2000 presidential election,
about 100 Ohio voters also cast
ballots in Florida, where the
presidential race was decided by
just 537 votes, the northeast Ohio
newspaper reported.

About 11,000 Republicans and
9,600 Democrats are registered in
both Ohio and Florida recotds
show. There are at least 6,400
who are either independent oi
registered with another party.
Voters who migrate between
multiple homes are supposed to declare themselves a
primary resident of one state
for voting purposes, said Carlo
LoParo, a spokesman for
Ohio Secretary ol State fen

lilackucll. Residency rules differ
from state to state,
'Ihe newspapers examination
ol idling records in three large
Ohio counties — Cuyahogaiwhich
includes Cleveland), Hamilton
(which includes Cincinnati]
and Franklin (which includes
Columbus) — found more than
300 Ohio absentee ballots for
Tomorrow's election from people
also eligible io\ me in I lorida. Many
of these voters requested their Ohio

ballots within days or weeks of
registering to vote in Florida.
Records show a few of the
voters from these three counties
have requested absentee ballots
from both states — potentially
allowing them to vote twice without even going to a polling place.
"U is a problem," said Sharon
Harrington,
the
elections
supervisor in Lee County, Fla.
"Those are the ones that really
ought to be caught."

Very Important Voter

Information!

Become A Peer Educator

www.woodcodemocrats.org

*■ As a Peer Educator you will:

What Provisional Voting Means
Are you...
• Currently registered to vote anywhere in Ohio. but...
• Currently reside here In Wood County, and...
• Have not yet voted anywhere else by absentee ballot?

It your answer is Yes...
You may legally vote in the Tuesday, November 2, 2004
General Election in one of the following ways:
I. On Election Day you may go to the polling
place where you are currently living here In
Wood County, (hours: 6:30AM-7:30PM) and
request for a "provisional ballot."
AC.

Any time now through Election Day you may go
the WCBOE. (hours: 6:30AM-7:30AM). located
at 1 Courthouse Square, and request for a
"provisional ballot."
^BH^M*

U. If you are a resident of the City of Bowling
Green, on Election Day, (hours: 6:30AM-7:30PM),
you may go to the Second Floor Lounge of the
Bowen-Thompson Student Union and request
a "provisional ballot."
(Note: You may determine ihe locution of your polling place
bj callmg ihe Wood County Hoard of Elections (WCBOE)
at 419-354-9120 ;

2004 Democratic Candidates
for rtesldt nl/Vke Ptesldenl oTUSA Wood County Cwnmlaatana
John F. Kerry/John Edwards
Alvln L. Perkins

K„r Onto Supreme Court duel Justice
Judge C. Ellen Conally

For Unllrd si.,I, s Senator
Eric D. Fingerhut

For Wood County Gointtiissinnc]
John Mura

For Oluo Supreme Court Justice
Judge William M. O' Neill

For U.S. COBKirv.-5th DUUlcl
Robin Weirauch

Por Wood County Engineer
Patrick NO

For tllilo Supirii,, Court .In.lie,
Judge Nancy A. Fuerst

Foi Ohio Sen-M< ;ud DtsBD I
Nathan Nickens

Wood County Recorder

6th IMstrlr I Court of Appeals
Judge Mark Pietrykowaki

For Otno House mh District

Scott R. McCarty

Complete and compile
numerous evaluation results
Network with health
professionals on a daily basis

To sign up to become a Peer Educator *
schedule UI IS 440 for the Spring of 2005 M< >n. and Wed. 4:30-5:20pm
For more info call the Wellness Connection @ 372-9355
Becoming a Peer Educator is a great way to meet new
people, become involved, build up your resume
and is open to all majors!

HEY BGSU
YOUR VOTE COUNTS
• Cost of Tuition too high
* I will work to lower this

Provided by Your

Sue Kinder
For Wood County Clerk
Matthew P. Lyons

■ Become part of a Health Team:
Nutrition, Sexual Health and
Alcohol
Design flyers for campus
activities involving health issues
Organize and manage major
health promotion projects

District Court of Appeals

Judge William J. Skow

Vote NO State Issue #1
Paid tor by Wood County Democratic Party: Allen R. Baldwin. Chair
PO Box 707, B.G. OH 43402-0707 • Ktuall: wooddcmsi.iwcnct.org

• Do you want to stay in Ohio
* We are #1 in people between
18-35 LEAVING our State
• Do you want a job after school
* I will work hard to bring jobs
to the 6th District

VOTE

SCOTT R. MCCARTY
STATE REPRESENTATIVE
The McCarty Committee, Dr. Mike Zichar, Chair, 29834 Lime City Rd., Perrysburg, OH 43551
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WORLD SUMMIT TO ADDRESS FLU FEARS

WORLD

WASHINGTON (AP) - The World Health Organization
has scheduled a meeting next week of flu vaccine
makers and nations to expand plans for dealing with
the threat of a flu pandemic. Vaccine companies
and health officials from the United States and other
countries have agreed to attend the summit in Geneva,
Switzerland, on Nov. 11.

Fallujah peace negotiations reach *final phase'
By Robert H. Retd
IHE ASSOCIATED PRESS

BAGHDAD, Iraq - Iraq's
interim prime minister warned
yesterday that efforts to resolve
the standoff in Fallujah peacefully have entered their "final
phase" and that his patience is
running short before launching
"a military solution" to Sunni
insurgents' hold over the city.
Prime Minister Ayad Allawi's
warning, delivered in a
nationally televised news
conference, occurred as U.S.
forces prepare for a showdown
with thousands of militants
holed up in Fallujah — the
city that has become the focal
point of armed resistance to the
Americans and their Iraqi allies.
Allawi appeared to be aiming
to prepare the Iraqi public for
an onslaught likely to unleash
strong passions, especially
among the country's Sunni
Muslim minority.
U.S. and Iraqi commanders want to put down
guerrillas before vital elections
due to be held by Ian. 31, which

Allawi insisted will take place as
scheduled.
As night fell in the Iraqi
capital, the nimble of powerful
explosions could be heard
coming from the western edge
of the city but the cause of the
blasts could not be determined.
U.S. officials say Allawi will
personally issue the final order
to launch any all-out assault
on Fallujah and other Sunni
insurgent strongholds north and
west of the capital.
Allawi gave no deadline for
talks with Fullajah city leaders
to bear fruit, but he insisted they
must hand over foreign fighters
and allow Iraqi security forces to
take control of the city
"We have now entered the
final phase of attempts to solve
Fallujah without a major military
confrontation. I hope we can
achieve this, but if we cannot, I
have no choice but to secure a
military solution." he added.
Sunni clerics have threatened
to call for a nationwide civil
disobedience campaign and
to boycott national elections in

lanuary if the Americans attack
Fallujah.
Fallujah is believed to be
the headquarters of lordanian
militant Abu Musab al-Zarqawi,
who announced his allegiance
to al-Qaida this month. AlZarqawi's group is believed
responsible for numerous
beheadings of foreign hostages,
including Japanese backpacker
Shosei Koda, whose body was
found Saturday night in Baghdad
wrapped in an American flag
"The terrorists and insurgents continue to use Fallujah
and the Fallujah people as a
shield for their murderous acts,"
Allawi said. "Some of the most
incredible crimes have been
committed in Fallujah and out
of Fallujah by these tetTorists."
He said he "cannot stand
hack and allow such attacks to
continue."
An offensive against Sunni
strongholds would present
a major challenge to Allawi, a
secular Shiite Muslim politician
who cultivated links to the CIA
and U.S. State Department dur-

ing his years in exile in London
during Saddam's regime.
In April. U.S.Marineslaunched
a major assault on Fallujah after
the slaying of four American
security contractors, whose
burned and mutilated bodies
were dragged through the streets
and hung from a bridge over the
Euphrates River.
However, the assault unleashed
a firestorm of criticism among
Iraqis, including key members of
theU.S.-appointedlraqiGoveming
Council, who complained of
hundreds of civilian casualties. The
Marines lifted the siege aftet three
weeks and handed security over
to a brigade of Fallujah residents
under the command of Saddam's
former officers.
The brigade melted away and
the city fell under the control of
hardline Sunni clerics and their
mujahedeen fighters.
In preparation for an
offensive, hundreds of British
troops have moved into an area
south of Baghdad to free up
American forces for operations
west of Baghdad.
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Mohammed Khodof AP Photo
PIECES: A neighbor walks through the rubble of a house destroyed Friday
by an American air strike in Fallujah, Iraq.

Militants in Afghanistan release UN. hostage videotape
By Stephen Graham
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

KABUL Afghanistan — Militants
released a video yesterday
showing three frightened foreign
U.N. hostages pleading for their
release and threatened to kill
iheni unless United Nations' and
British troops leave Afghanistan
and Muslim prisoners are freed
from U.S. jails.
In the tape, the hostages —
Annetta Flanigan of Northern

Ireland, Filipino diplomat
Angelito Nayan and Shqipe
Habibi of Kosovo — are shown
sitting hunched together against
the bare wall of a room in an
undisclosed location. The three
answered questions from someone who is speaking to them in
broken F.nglish from off camera.
Both women are crying, but the
trio look healthy and unharmed.
The Iraq-style abduction could
put a brake on the country's

post-Taliban recovery and then asks why America and NATO
overshadow the crowning of U.S. have sent troops to Afghanistan
favorite Hamid Karzai as its first and Iraq.
"We have nothing to do with
democratically elected president.
The three, who helped organize America," Nayan says calmly.
the Oct. 9 election, were snatched "We are here for the Afghan
from a U.N. vehicle on a busy people." I le adds later "We all
want to go home to our families.
Kabul street last Thursday.
In the video, obtained by We arc United Nations workers.
Associated Press Television We want to go home to our kids
News in Pakistan, the questioner and to our parents."
Habibi explains that she is from
repeatedly asks the captives why
they have come to Afghanistan, Kosovo — the mainly Muslim

autonomous region of Serbia —
but her abductor seems unsure
where that is.
All trmce hostages appear
frightened.\rheir interviewer at
several pointy seems to try to
reassurethem.Sayingto Flanigan:
"Don't cry. Why you cry?"
But he repeatedly —
sometimes sharply — asks
them what they are doing in
Afghanistan, and does not seem
to understand their answers. \

Toward the end of the 15
minute video, obtained by APTN
in neighboring Pakistan, the interviewer appears to ask Flanigan to
cry for the camera, to which she
replies: "1 have cried and cried
and I can't cry anymore."
Karzai, the country's interim
leader, released a statement
sayinghespoke with British Prime
Minister Blair on Saturday and
that they "strongly condemned
the hostage situation."
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UNLEASH YOUR
POTENTIAL AT
NEW YORK
CHIROPRACTIC
COLLEGE.
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NEW YORK "C
CHIROPRACTIC
COLLEGE
ADVANCING THE SCIENCE OF WELLNESS

e

Become educated and
empowered to be a successful
Doctor of Chiropractic at
NYCC. Leave with
the diagnostic
capabilities and
technical skills
you need to
Brian Becker to present at ] become an
Bowling Green State University/ integral part
of one of the
/ most significant
health care
professions—in a
traditional stand-alone
practice, or as part of an
integrated healthcare team.
Call 1.800.234.6922 (NYCC)
today or visit www.nycc.edu
to learn more.

New York Chiropractic College is
accredited to award the Doctor
of Chiropractic degree by the
Commission on Accreditation of
the Council on Chiropractic
Education.
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What's going
on at BGSU?
372-2445
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Help Wanted

Personals

372-6977

INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE:
MEN'S & WOMEN'S
SWIM MEET ■ NOV 4

Yoko Japanese Restaurant
Fine Japanese Cuisine & Sushi Bar
Now hiring motivated wait staff.
Apply 465 W Dussel Dr Maumee

Wanted

Nanny needed for our 2 1/2 mo old
girl. 3 or 4 days a wk. Educ. major
and exp. prel. Monclova/Waterville
area Will require rel. and background check Contact Rachael at
419-810-0266

■

Travel
1 -3 subleasers needed lor Spring 05
Own room. Close lo campus
419-265-0765

"IBAHAMAS SPRING BREAK
CELEBRITY CRUISE!
5 Days From S279I Includes Meals.
Port Taxes, Exclusive Beach Parties
With 20t 01 Your Favoiile TV
Celebrities As Seen On Real World,
Road Rules. Bachelor!
Greal Beaches, Nightlife!
Ethics Award Winning Company!
y/y/w SprinyBreakTravel.com
1-800-678-6386

Need a lemale subleaser from Jan.
lo May S250/mo. plus util Close to
campus on N Enterprise. Please
contacl Justine 330-323-0015.
Subleaser needed immed Move in
NOW!! $440/mo.. furn., very close to
campus. Lease ends in May. Call
anytime 513-829-9721

MtSPRINQ BREAK! CANCUN,
ACAPULCO JAMAICA
From S459* Tax1 FLORIDA SI 59'
Our Cancun Pnces Are SI 00 Less
Than Others! Book Now!
Includes Breakfasts, Dinners,
30-50* Hours Free Drinks!
Ethics Award Winning Company!
View 500 Hotel Reviews
and Videos at
«myy,SpringBreaKTfavel,com
1-800-678-6386
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The BG News
Classified Ads
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ACROSS
1
5
10
14
15
16
17
19
20
21
22
23
25
27
30
32
33
34
36
39
41
42

Tired of S6/hr.?
Cutco seeks hard-working indv'ls. w/
pos attitude, great pay Flex schedules, training provided, cust. sales/
srvc. interview in Toledo, work in
BG area, all ages 18*. Conditions
exist, to schedule an interview
CALL 419-861-6134
Wait staff. Apply within
Yoko Japanese Restaurant
465 W. Dussel Dr. Maumee

43
44
46
47
49
50
51
54
56
57
59
63
64
66
67
68
69
70
71

Chow
Baffle
Kind of bomb
Gulf of the Ionian Sea
Open laces
Doctor Zhivago's love
Bush
Dye
Government aid
Favorite
Author Wiesel
Lowest high tide
Go back over
Song of the LPGA
Geometnc fig.
Coral formation
Loose
Freshen up
Playing marble
Name
Tony-winner Hagen
Bulgaria's capital

1 Bryn _ College
2 One of HOMES
3
never happen!
4 Novelist Gordimer
5 Outer portion
6 Station from Tenn.
7 Sch. on the Rio Grande
8 Money-grubber
9 Bother
10 Second self
11 Bush
12 Bird life of a region
13 Aussie's pals
18 Large shoe width
24 Betty Grable, once
26 Terminate
27 Member of a choir
28 Marsh bird
29 Bush
31 Reminiscent of things
past
34 01 the kidneys
35 Relinquish
37 Wear out
38 Merit
40 Satirizes
45 Fingers and toes

City on the Allegheny
Lion pack
Bruins great Bobby
12/25
Caesar's eggs
Team in a yoke
Paper fasteners
Beige
Roughly
At least one
Skin drawing
Corporate symbol
Bush
Mary Kay competition
Winemaking by-product
Fancy case
Ups the RPMs
Bears young sheepishly
Hardy girl

Shipping lane
Wall socket
Energy type
Treasure hunter's find
REM sound?
Knock
Exercise discipline
Gallery in London
Burden
Singer Redding
Put on

ANSWERS
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BARTENDING! S300/day potential
No exp. necessary. Training provided Call 800-965-6520 ext 174.

«! Spring Bieak Vacations! Hottest
Destinations-Best Prices Book Now!
Campus Reps Wanted I-800-2347007. endlesssummertours com

S9/hour looking for a part-time driver Perrysburg to Bowling Green Will
provide vehicle, must have a valid
driver's
license,
no
dnving
violations:
Breck (419) 874-5821
Breck8cub@AOL.com

est prices guaranteed Book 11 people, get 12th trip free1 Group disKOunlg.com or 800 838-8202

Babysitter/tutor needed. 10 & 14 yr
olds. Must have transportation,
weekends a mustl Call Wonhee at
419-872-5586.

.ihSTS. America's »1 Student Tour Opeiator Hiring campus reps Call tor group discounts Into/Reservations 1-800-648

Get Paid For Your Opinions!
Earn S15 - S125 & more per survey!
www.moneyforsurveys.com

Spring Break 2005 Challenge tind
a better price! Lowest price specials!
Free Meals! November 6th deadline!
Hiring reps-earn free trips & cash!
www sunsplashlours.com
1-800-426-7710

GET PAID TO DRIVE
A BRAND NEW CAR! Now paying
drivers S800-S3200 a month.
Pick Up Your Free Car Key Today!
www.freecarkey.com
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Services Offered

HELP WANTED! Our company is
seeking employees to perform
unskilled light production work We
offer flexible hours • will work
around
your schedule-morning, afternoon,
and evening shifts available. Many
BGSU students work here Easy
walk Irom campus. Pay is S6AV.
providing you work a minimum of 15
hrs rwk. Pick-up an application at
our office. Advanced Specialty Products. Inc, 428 Clough SI., Bowling
Green. OH 43402, 419-354-2844.

Ohio's new altordable online dating
service 1 mo free trial. Chatrooms
for alt Ohio colleges.
www.sweetyltnder.com
Psychology Majors
Interested in a career in business?
Check out the BGSU Master ol
Organization Development
www modbgsu.com

"Now renting for 05-06
SY.Hflusas.
Lg & Sm. Grand fathered for 3 to 8
students per unit. Also Apts. all next
to campus. Listing Avail. 24/7 @
316
E. Merry #3 or call 419-353-0325
9am-9pm for Inlo. Will mail
1 bdrm. subleaser needed
Available mid-Dec Rent negotiable
Call 352-7994.

Personals

2 or 3 bedroom furnished apt.
Available Immediately.
Close to campus. 419-352-5239.
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IMMEDIATE OCCUPANCY!
I S College Dr-2 BR unfurn. apt
15 baths, starting at S425/mo.,
dap
$425 Tenant pays elec NO PETS!
Assigned parking
42? Clough SI.-2 BR unfum. apt
above garage. $490/mo plus all util
Deposit $490 NO PETS1
828 7th St. *2-2 BR unfum apt
S475/mo. dep $475. Tenanl pays
E.W.S NO PETS!
Spr Sem Rental List Now Available
Call John Newiove Real Estate, Inc
Rental Office At (419) 354-2260
Office at 319 E WooslerSt
across from Taco Bell

95 Dodge Avenger White/gray, 2
door, CD player, 4 cylinder, automatic, 130 K, needs minor engine
work. $1.000, great deal! Call 513238-1663..

Apt for sublet. 215 E Poo Rd #36.
Evergreen Apts. 419-308-2865, ask
for Heather

Church St. Queen Anne Nail Reg
of Historic Places Bay window w/
stained glass, 2 bdrm. w/ bsmt., liv
rm., din. rm, kit., W/D, stove, refrig.,
no pets. $769/mo. 419-261-2038
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Pot Roast

Aiailobl* /rom 4 |>m 'nl 10 pm
Slow-roasicd Poi Roast in a rich Gravy
-lib mtnd PbWDcaindi 1M a SaroJ
with Combcead Stuffing and Coleslaw.

16^ South Main Street
Sffvmf Fin* Food Sine* 1972

Easy Qualifying
Competive Rates
Pre-Qualifying
in 24 hrs
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CLOSE TO CAMPUS

KENT KEPUNGER
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WIN a $50 Shopping Spree

I

From CUT-RATE Tobacco
TASANNSMARLBOROSE
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IIS W. CM* tea**,* 4X15

Sport Technlclan-2 part-time
contracted positions available Dec.
1. 2004-June 30, 2005. Provide and
coordinate appropriate training and
competition opportunities in Special
Olympics and unified sports activities Salary not to exceed $13,000..
Application deadline is 11/4/04
Application packets available
8am-4:30pm at Wood Lane School,
Ent B, 11160E Gypsy Lane Rd.,
Bowling Green. OH EOE.

On Sunday Nov 7, at 11 AM the
United Christian Fellowship Center
will begin a weekly Liturgy of Contemplation and Social Action. This is
a Taize style Worship Service of
communal prayer using music, contemplation, the spoken word, and
Holy Communion Anyone and everyone is invited UCF is a campus
ministry located at the corner of
Thurstin and Ridge Slreets in Bowling Green.
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For Rent

For Rent

Washer & Dryer. Full capacity, like
new, $200 ea, OBO, have pictures
email: smclaug@bgnet.bgsu.edu

" 1 & 2 Bdrm Apts Starting 1/1/05.
low as $450 mo. Rooms Avail now
for S225 mo Call 419-353-0325
9am-9pm
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Motorola 60 I cell phone $30
Call for more into.
419-341-0180.

For Rent
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«'> www.il acor.net
or call 419.35Z3SB8

'89 Honda Civic LX 122k. 4 dr.,
power, some new parts, drives well
Call 419-494-4110.
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SAVE $200
WITH COUPON

I

05 May & August
Leases Available
CalU 19-352-9392
for current listing
These houses won't
last long

• Business Loani
Even responsibl
people need a little I

www.CFCORP.info

Call TODAY!

1-800-426-9803

FROIJOSF RENTALS

Ihu di*(eience makes d ciitte

1
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1-2-3 Btdroom Apartments

L

From Only
$465!
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PREFERRED ,
PROPERTIES CO!

TCCSDURRNVIDESROUC

Extra Large Bedrooms Available!

ANYNTEEEEAODEENCDL

www.preferredpropertlesco.com
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VTEGATNAVEDOBPA

CWSYALCRABMELASOUE
SFTSEBSYKCUTNEKTFA
Bung completed puzzle in lo register for $50.00 shopping spree!
One name will oe drawn.
Things you'll find at CUT-RATE Tobacco:
ARTUROFUENTE
BARCLAY
BOURBON STREET
CANDLES
CAO
CAPRI
CAPTAIN BUCK

CARLTON
CUT RATE
INCENSE
KENTUCKYS BEST
KINGB
LEVI GARRET
LUCKY STRIKE

MACANUDO
MARLBORO
PEPSI
PHILLIES
QUEST
SALEM

STARR
SWISHER SWEETS
TOBACCO
VANTAGE
VICEROY
WAVE

Phone:
Na joleon
419! 99 1191

CUT-RATE Tobacco
1180 N. Main St
Be,:',

ru: 1 ,r. ■ :
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Brya n
419-630 0332

On selected floor plans
• Ground floor ranch style
apartment with private
entrance
• Patio
■ Spacious kitchen

Make your home at:

• Laundry facilities

• Piedmont

• Pets welcome

• Fox Run
• Haven House
•Mini Mall Apts.
■ Updated Birchwood
- small pets allowed
•Triplex- small pets allowed
• And other locations!

• Convenient on-site parking
MJTSJ rrsouAH.
AfARTMIXTS

Mon-Fri: 8-12 &1-4:30
530 S. Maple St.
Bowling Green, OH

419-352-9378

Cherry wood Health Spa
• Indoor Heated Pool
• Newly Renovated
• New Equipment
• Sauna

J
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1 Horn* Depot
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FREE HEAT

Entry level

HOLIDAY
HELP
• Great for students
• Earn $ for holidays
• Flexible schedule,
great pay
• Cust. Sales/service,
training provided
• All ages 18+,
conditions exist
Interview in Toledo
Work in BG area

Call Today
419-861-6134
419-353-7715 tj£

